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Fun-filled
weekend
planned
in Hazel
Special to the Ledger
HAZEL. Ky. - There will be
plenty of ways to celebrate this
weekend, in honor of the 20th
Annual Hazel Celebration. A
vanety of entertainment is
planned to commemorate this
milestone,
according
to
Stephanie Butler, convention
and event coordinator, with the
Convention
and
Visitors
Bureau.
The event will officially kickoff 'Thursday with a carnival:
though the fun really begins
Friday and will continue
through the weekend. A Hazel
Memorabilia Exhibit will be
open for public viewing Friday
and Saturday, showcasing oid
pictures and memorabilia from
Hazel. Friday night will provide
family fun with a conununity
fish fry. and gospel singing.
Lincoln Hawk will also be performing that night. she said.
Saturday's festivities kick-off
bnght and early with the Hazel
Methodist Church Pancake
Breakfast. The breakfast will
feature different types of pancakes, biacon, sausage, coffee
arid orange juice, all for a suggested donation of $4. Next, the
Hazel Woman's Club annual
Open Car Show will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. The
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Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid 70s
Thursday
night...Parity
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 50s
Friday. .Partty sunny with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mit] 70s
Friday night...Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. Lows in the lower 50s
sunny.
Saturday Partly
Highs in the lower 70s.
Saturday
night Mostly
clear Lows around 50
Sunday. .Mostly clear Highs
in the lower 70s.
'
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Take Back
the Night
ups abuse
awareness
By HAWKINS 11EAGUE
Staff YVrtter
urray Stale l.no.er,tty students
gathered at the steps of Love!.
Awittorium Wednesday evening:
fight violence against women at tha
annual Take Back the Night Rally.
According to the event program,
Back the Night rallies and - marches bepi.
in Germany in 11T/3 to protest the fear they
had walking the streets at night and the7
first United States rally was held in San
Francisco in 1978. The MSU Women's
Center organized its first rally in 1993.
Participants commemorated the evtmt b,
telling personal stories, presenting severalpoems and songs and an interpretive dance
before lighting candles at dusk and marching across campus. Don Robertson, vice
president of student affairs, thanked the
attendees for coming to take a stand
against assault and for educating the public that rape and abuse of women are
behaviors that cannot be tolerated in the
community of Murray 01 in the larger society. He encouraged them to not leave their
experience at the rally but to stay committed to the cause throughout the year.
Lisa Mehr, a volunteer at Merryman
House Domestic Violence Center, told stu-

M

TOM BERRYIedger & Tones
Plans to widen U.S. 641 between Murray and Paris, Tenn., through Hazel have moved to the design phase
in both
the Bluegrass and Volunteer states; however conflict is possible concerning whether the roadways will meet in Hazel
along the current corridor or to the east or west.

Economics hurting Kentuc
part of 4-laning U.S. 641 South
Tennessee revitiws
alternative routes
at meeting last week
By TORO BERRY
Staff Writer
fans to widen U.S. 641 to four
lanes between Murray ants Paris,
Tenri. is reportedly rtwving forward south of the Kentucky-Tennessee
line. however changes proposed by the
Tennessee Department of Transportation
may conflict with the current Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet proposal.
TDOT officials announced two alternate plans for construction of a four-lane
roadway from Paris to Hazel, Ky., during a public meeting in Paris, Tenn., last
week. Plan A calls for construction along
the current U.S. 641 corridor through

p

Puryear, Then. and oo to Hazel while ended west of die current route where it
Plan B would. mac* the existing corridor, would join aiith current KTC plans. but
Puryear to the east, return near the has since been changed to end along the
current roadway and contact ttse state current roadway in Hazxl or to the east
line east of the current location in Hazel. (see map). Reasons cited Include
However a previously proposed plsin reduced impact on farmland in north
by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Henry County.
would end four-laning between Murray
Plan B, a proposal to circumvent
and Hazel slightly west of the current Puryear to the east labeled Section III.
corridor through Hazel.
was proposed to provide more nght of
During the Paris meeting, I'DOT offi- way anti result in fewer residential and
cials told residents the department's two business relocations in Puryear.
alternates would improve overall safety, However the proposal would be more
relieve traffic congestion, accommodate expensive.
future tr,sffic growth arid provide an
Dunng the meeting presentation,
improved roadway for shoppers and TDOT officials also stated that a Hazel
commuters that use the roadway in Bypass is no longer a project for the
Tennessee.
KTC.
According to a news release from
Keith Todd, a spokesman for the KTC
TDOT officials, Section 4 of the Department of Highways offices in
Tennessee project. which would run just
north of Puryear to Hazel, previously II See Page 2A

II See Pegs 2A

Students experience
college life through
Murray State program
Special to the Ladgor
The office of recruitment and die college
of business at Murray State University are:
sponsoring the first Project Leadership.
today.
Approximately 500 student leaders from
14 high schools throughout the arra will
spend the clay on campus, learning about
college life and exploring study areas in
the college of business at MSU.

II See Page 2A

Murray Main Street
plans annual meeting
Special to the Ledger
Murray Main Street will hold
its I 1th Annual Membership
Meeting celebrating the organization's achievements over the
past year. The dinner and silent
auction will begin at 6 p.m. on
Monday, Oct. 26, at the Robert
O. Miller Conference Center,
201 South 4th Street, Murray.
The board of directors has
extended an invitation to everyone in the community interested
in and supportive of the program.
Murray Main Street is a program which strengthens the
downtown as the histonc center
of our community while pmmoting positive economic
growth arid development germane to the Murray of uxlay
and tomorrow. The work of the

program moves forward with
the vision of a charming,
bustling. dynamic, and safe
downtown area, Downtown
events, shopping, professional
and residential opportunities
combine to make the downtown
area a gathering place for residents as well as destination for
visnors.
To receive an application for
membership, become a volunteer or for more information
about the Main Street Program,
please call (270)759-9474, visit
their office at 4th and Maple or
visit our website, www.murraymainstreetorg.
The ticket pnce of $15 per
person includes dinner. Space
is limited. R.S.V.P. by Oct. 20,
by calling 759-9474.

KYSER LOUGHILedger TIMOS
NHS HOMECOMING: Murray High School will celebrate homecoming festivities this Friday
night belong the football game versus Reidland High School. Pictured are members Of the
MHS homecoming court. Standing, from left, Shelby Johnson, Sarah Crouch, Hannah Boone
and Allison Doyle Seated, from left, Emily Benson and Autumn Denton

Ramsey tells MN students importance of continuing education
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
After meeting singer Taylor Swift at the
Kentucky State Fair, University of
Louisville president James Ramsey was
struck with inspiration for his annual tour
of high schools across Kentucky. When
arriving at Murray High School
Wednesday. Ramsey's delegation sported

black t-shirts emblazoned with "2009
Lion.. ROAD'TRIP" on the back and a list
of -tour stops" including MHS and
Graves County High School, inspired by
concert tours taken by artists like Swift.
Ramsey is making the trek across
Kentucky to speak to high school juniors
and seniors about UofL, and is about
halfway through the schedule. At MHS,

he met with over 75 gathered students in
the library. Joining him were Uoff board
member and Murray doctor Rohert
Hughes, Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley and MHS alumnus and current
Uoff alumnus Bradley Black.
The delegation also included Kern
Renunel, director of the Uraff stroke pro
gram Remmel spoke briefly to the stu-

dents about the research being done at
Val_ before moving to another classroom and speaking in-depth with AP
biology and AP chemistry students. Sbe
gave a presentation on some of the details
of recent research and took questions.
Ramsey spoke on the importance ot

III See Page 3A
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II Take Back the Night ups abuse awareness ...
From Front

trom her abusive husband and
showed up at the Weaks Center
early one morning with her II year-old daughter. He said
Merryman House, which United
Way helps to fund, was able to
help her get a court order to prevent her husband from taking
their other two children, the
house and the Cell.
Chenlyn Vonn spoke of how
she had been molested between
the ages of 8 and 12. She said it
made her feel worthless, but
compared victims to a dollar
bill, saying that no matter how
one crumples it, it is still a dollar and has value. She said that
when she told her mother about
it, her mother chose the molester
over her. She said mothers

dents she had been in an abusive
relationship for seven years
betore she finally ended it. She
said things would seem to get
better and she would think her
boyfriend wouldn't hurt her
again before the cycle would
start over and her lire would
spin out of control. She said she
became addicted to drugs and
alcohol hut finally got help three
'years ago from Merryman
.House. She said she is now
clean and sober and tries to help
others who are in the same situation she was.
Aaron Dail of the United Way
spoke about a woman who had
walked 2 1/2 miles to get away

sometimes blame their children
for the abuse and that it still
amazes her how much victims
hide behind their feelings of
guilt and fear. She said many
families are ashamed and cover
it up to protect the family name.
"Who pays the pnce?" she
said. "Not the molester, but
you."
Payton Pennington asked the
rnen present at the rally to stand
with him and pledge to speak
out against rape and violence
and to look at how boys are
raised in our society that could
lead any of them to commit such
acts. He said men and women
could not be truly equal in society until violence against
women comes to an end.

Women's Center director Jane
Ethendge told the small crowd
that she was angry that more
students weren't at the rally and
wondered what they could have
done to get more people there
She said violence was all
around them and that everyone
should be educating themselves
about it. However. she said she
was inspired because she had
met a woman earlier in the
evening who was inspired to
wnte a poem on the spot about
her own abuse, which she had
then asked Etheridge to read.
"That's what tonight is about,"
she said.

GREG TRAViS Ledger 8 Times
Pictured above is the South U.S 641 two-lane road where It
meets the four-lane section in Murray at Glendale Road.

III U.S. 641 ...
From Front
Paducah, said the project has
not been abandoned. but economic recession has crunched
the department's budget and
further effort is yet to be determined.
So far. far funding has been
allocated for the design phase of
the Kentucky side of the project.
but has gone no further.
"It's my understanding that we
have money in the six-year road
plan for design and we have
been negotiating with a design
firm to do that work It has becn
held up for a while," Todd said.
"But it's my understanding
there is no money in the plan for
the out-years that would continue on into nght-of-way acquisition, utility moving and on into
the construction phase."
Todd said any further action
would be determined by. the
state General Assembly when
they meet in Frankfort in
January.
"They will be updating the
six-year road plan so it will
depend on what ends up in the
plan for the out-years and on
how quickly. we can move
ahead." he added. "We have
something of a money crunch in
the transportation budget so it
will depend on what money. is

Times
Below, Chenlyn Vonn (right) lights
the candle of Audrey Hamed
before the candle-lit march at the
end of Wednesday's Take Back
the Night Rally
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger

HAWKINS TEAGUEILedger & limes
The staff of the Murray State University Women's Center acts out a skit demonstrating
the mufflint effect. s an abusive relationship can have Atter the speaker listed each act
of abuse a woman in her story endured, students placed a blanket over a student sitting on the ground and then took them off again after the woman took steps to protect
herself.
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show will feature a large variety
of cars with prizes given in several categories. Judging will
begin at 11:15 a.m. Beginning at
10 a.m. will be the Hazel
Celebration Parade, which
heads south on 3rd Street from
Hazel Cemetery. to State Street.
The parade will highlight Grand
Marshal Dan Farris. There is no
fee to enter the parade. and no
pre-registration
required.
Trophies will be awarded to
first, second and third place
entries.
Butler said there will be plenty of time to relax and enjoy
some southern rock music when
"Stronghold" plays from I I
a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m. In between concerts
there will be a local vanety
show showcasing sevenil students of local music teacher.
Connie
Ottway,
Connie
Ottway's Highland Players,
Mun-ay Martial Arts and other
local talent. The emcee will be
Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur,
who is expected to open the
show with a funny skit or song.
New this year will be the
Neighborhood Grill Master

II Students...

Your UJell-Woman exam allows us to screen for o variety of health
problems
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more likely to receive early diagnoses of
diseases that plague women and their
families
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High schools represented
include:
Ballard Memorial; Fulton
City: St. Mary's; Henry County:
Carlisle County; Dresden;
County;
Caldwell
Fulton
County; Hickman County,
Dawson
Springs;
Graves
County; Heath, Stewart County:
Murray High.
For more information on
Project Leadership, contact
Shawn Smee, director of
recruitment at MSU. at (270)
g09-2853.
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BBQ Chicken Cook-off, an
amateur grilling competition.
Prizes will be awarded to first
and second places in the smoker
and charcoal grill divisions,
Butler said.
A kid's area will provide a
great place for youngsters to run
free and enjoy themselves. The
kid's area will feature inflatables and pumpkin painting,
among other activities. Another
fun expenence for families is
going to be the Antique Tractor
Display. Also, cake walks will
be held throughout the day.
Don't forget to visit one of the
favorite parts of Hazel Days,
which is the arts and crafts and
flea market vendors, showcasing some of Hazel's finest deals.
In addition. a food court with a
variety of choices will be open
all day, Butler added.
The front of City Hall will
house the information booth
with free balloons, free water
and T-shirts for sale.
For more detailed information
about times and location visit
www.hazelky.com. For generia
questions contact Carolyn
Rehmus at 492-8538.
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out there and available."
Todd said it was the KTC's
understanding that TDOT offi
cials were planning to build to
the state line at Hazei and that
officials on both sides of the
state line would agree where the
two roadways would meet.
"We understood that if we rim
to the west of Hazel that they
would figure out a way to tie
into it," Todd said.
According to a proposed
schedule, TDOT officials will
select the preferred alternative
dunng the winter of 2009-10. A
final document is expected to be
completed in late 2010
Property appraisal will follow in
winter 2010-11 with property
acquired the following year.
Right-of-way and utility issues
for Section 1 from Paris to a
short distance north of the city is
expected in fall 2011 with construction beginning in fall 2012.
Terry York, of Palmer
Engineenng of Winchester, Ky..,
who has been contracted to
spearhead the project for the
TDOT, said the company was
well aware of the situation on
both sides of the state line; however he expected differences
will be worked out between the
two departments before any
move to begin construction.
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HAWKINS TEAGUEILetiver & "Times
HEL.ICOPTERS: People who were in the south part of Murray
late Wednesday afternoon could hear the loud noises of a
fleet ot helicopters flying overhead.

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
Saiwzday, CrioLvt 3, 2009
1:00 pm-3:00 pm

1:00 pm-3:00 pm
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KYSEP LOUGHledger & Times
Murray High School alumnus and current UofL alumnus Bradley Black speaks to students
about the transition from high school to college, Black was part of the delegation from UofL
that came to visit MHS Wednesday.

III Ramsey tellls

Cook-off, an
ig competition.
'awarded to first
es in the smoker
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KYSEFI LOUGH/Ledger & Times
James Ramsey, president of the University of Louisville, addresses Murray High School juniors and seniors in the MHS library Wednesday during a stop in Murray. Ra•nsey brought others from UofL with him, including MHS alumnus and current UofL student Bradley Black.

PADUCAH, Ky. i AP) Police have charged a student
at a McCracken County school
with terroristic threatening in
bomb threat.
The words -Bomb in L.0.were written on a bathroom
wall at Lone Oak High School
on Sept. 17.
Sheriff's Detective Robert
Caskey said Andrew McManus
told a school resource officer
he saw the graffiti and the
school was evacuated for three
hours.
'The Paducah Sun reported
that on Wednesday, after a follow-up interview with the 19year-old McManus. the sheriff's department charged him.
Caskey said some students
view threat hoaxes as a prank
or as a way of getting out ot
classes, but he said the department will prosecute such cases.

From Front
high school students continuing
their education after graduation.
"It's never been as important
as it is today. The jobs of today
are different than the jobs of
yesterday and we don't even
know' what the jobs of tomorrow
are going to look like," he said.
To illustrate his ixiint, Ramsey
cited the dramatic loss of manufacturing jobs over the years. A
General Electric plant that was
near where he grew up now
employs much less than when
he was a kid. he said.
He also spoke to the students
on the affordability of college
and strongly advmated seeking
financial aid and scholarship
opportunities. One-third of
UofL students don't have to pay
, any tuition and most students
, only have to pay around half of
their tuition, he said.
Ramsey spoke briefly on various programs and opportunities
Uoll. before tuming the program over to Black. As an MHS
alumnus, Black said he was
asked to come on this leg of the
tour to speak on his experiences

at Loft,. He started by acknowledging the transition to college
and how hard it can be to
decide.
"Taking the step from high
school to college is difficult," he
said. -The real way to decide is
to go out and visit campuses.
Take in the atmosphere, talk to
the teachers and students."
Black talked about the various
ways to get involved at UofL
and the opportunities available
and then tumed things over to
Jenny Sawyer, executive director of admissions at UofL.
Sawyer told the students they
were welcome to schedule a
visit during the week or attend
an upcoming open house event.
Ramsey conclude(' his visit by
taking questions from the students. The delegation headed to
GCHS for a visit and then were
scheduled to meet with the
Paducah Rotary Club and attend
an aluinni event in Paducah
Wednesday' evening, according
to the tour schedule.

eome 'Visit Us To See Our
Earge 'Variety of gift 9tems
Wind & Willow, Tvler Candles, Fall & Christmas
Decorations & Many More Items To Choose From.
"Let's Talk Fall Cleanup„ Otwrsading,
Landscaping & Maintenance."
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1602 Oakhill Drive

4371 State Route 94 West

FtEMODELED AND WONDERFUL" Tins 4 bedroom, 3
bath home has been completely remodeled and is move-in
ready Situated on a I acre lot in town, this property offers
over 2,200 square feet ot living space Formal living room.
den. bonus room, granite countertops in all of the bathrooms.
newly replaced floonng. and fresh paint throughout Ertioy
sitting on the covered front porch or entertaining guests on the
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44 .

NEW BRICK HOME'. Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath
home with an open floor plan and lots of windows.
Lxus of light make this home very scam and inviting.
The kitchen has oak cabinets and a heated tile floor.
The tile in the master bathroom floor is also heated as
well. A large family room is located upstairs Home
also has a 2 car attached garage. Priced at $224,900
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Work should be a
pleasure, not a chore
Dorothy Sayers I 893-1957),
an English graduate of Oxford
University---no amall feat for
a woman reading modem languages and medieval literature
id I 916--mystery novelist,
ttanslator of Dante. essayist. and
Chnstian apologist, turned her
attention to the idea and necesally of tvork in her essay "Why
Work?" published in her collection "Creed or Chaos?"(London: Methuen and Co.) in
1947. Sayers called for. in
her words, "a thorough-going
revolution in our whole attitude to work.
"I asked," she wrote. "that
it should be looked utxm—not
as a necessary' drudgery to be
undergone for the purpose of
making money', but as a way'
of life in which the nature of
man should find its proper
exercise and delight and so
fulfil itself to the glory' of God.
That it should, in fact, be
thought of as a creative activity undertaken for the love of
the work itself, and that man
made in God's image, should
make things, as God makes
them, for the sake of doing
well a thing that is well worth
doing. . . ."
Sayers asked directly, "What
is the Chnstian understanding
of work?" She explained that
-the only Christian work is work
done well."
But she also argued ''that
,work is not, primarily, a thing
One does to live, but the thing
one lives to do."
I often take this line from
Sayers to say to an aspiring
college student that undergraduate education is learning how
to make a living, but it is,
more importantly, learning how'
to make a life.
Sayers would agree.
Sayers weighed in on the
topic of compensation for work.
She claimed -we have all got
it fixed in our heads that the
proper end of work is to be
paid for lit]—to produce a
return in profits or payment to'
the worker which fully or more
than compensates the effort he
puts into it." "But if our
proposition is true, this does
not follow at all," she wrote.
"So long as Society provides
the worker with a sufficient
return in real wealth to enable
him to carry on the work properly, then he has his reward."
Now that's a novel concept: that
we should be paid just enough
for us to be able to carry' on
our work!
- In a world in which we
can't wait for the weekend to
come to give us a break from
our work, Sayers wrote that
"we should no longer think of
work as something that we
hastened to get through in order
to enjoy our leisure."
We should instead "look on
our leisure as the period of
changed rhythm that refreshed
us for the delightful purpose

of getting
on with our
work."
Sayers
argued that
"we should
all find ourselves fighting, as now
only
artists and
land
the mem- Har
oers of cerBy James
tain professions fight, Duane Bolin
for precious Ledger & Times
Columnist
time
in
which to get
on with the job--instead of
fighting for precious hours
saved from the job."
According to Sayers. we
must also fight for the quality of our work. -We should
clamour to be engaged." she
wrote,"on work that was worth
doing, and in which we could
take a pnde." "The greatest
insult which a commercial age
has offered to the worker has
been to rob him of all interest in the end-product cf the
work and to force: him to dedicate his life to making badly
things which were not worth
making."
A devout Christian, Sayers
nonetheless ctiticized the church
for a diminished view of secular work: "It is the business
of the Church to recognize that
the secular vocation, as such,
is sacred. Christian people,
and particularly perhaps the
Christian clergy, must get it
firmly into their heads that when
a man or woman is called to
a particular job of secular work.
that is as mue a socation as
though he or she were called
to specifically religious work."
"He must," she wrote, "be able
to serve God in his work, and
the work itself must be accepted and respected as the medium of divine creation...
Finally, Sayers casts a critical eye on the modern concept of service. According to
Sayers, "the popular 'catch'
pttrase of to-day is that it is
everybody's duty' to serve the
community. It is a well-sounding phrase, but there is a catch
in it: It is the old catch about
the two great commandments.
'Love God—and your neighbor. . . The catch in it .
. is that the second commandment depends upon the first." ,
Sayers believed that we love
God and serve God through '
our work. By "serving the
work," as she put it, we are
serving God. Or more blunt- ,
ly she wrote that "the only
way to serve the community is to forget the community •
and serve the work." The
workers'"first duty" is to "serve
the work." If nothing else,
Dorothy' Sayers gives us
something to think about while
we are on our way' to work
in the morning.
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Students take another look at `To Kill a Mockingbird'
You know a book is really
special when an 8th grader
announces in front of his peers,
-This is the best thing I ever
read." He clutches his copy of
"To Kill A Mockingbird" so
tight his fingers make the cover
of the paperback ripple. His
classmates do not jeer or deride
the testimonial; they nod in
agreement as another student
declares Harper Lee's classic
as "awesome."
All over western Kentucky.
people of every age are reading "To Kill A Mockingbird,"
because of funding available
through a National Endowment
for the Arts initiative called
The Big Read.
Through a grant to Paducah's Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center, the project was
officially' launched last Saturday, .September 26. Between
now and November 5, when
the theatre version of "To Kill
A Mockingbird" is performed
at the Carson Center, the region
will be a-twitter with "Mockingbird" activities.
To link with the Big Read,
the McCracken County Public
Library has established its firstever "Reading Program Just
for Grown-ups." Based on a
point system, participants earn
credits for such things as reading library taooks, attending
library programs, coming to
the library to see the film version of "To Kill A Mockingbird."
Those who accumulate at
least 10 points are eligible for
prizes such as posters, pillows,

magnets, caps and other Mockingbird-themed items.
On November 5, a performance of the play "To Kill A
Mockingbird" by Montana
Repertory Theatre is scheduled
for the Carson Center at 7 pm.
Dunng the day on November
5, the curtain goes up at 10.00
a.m. on a special performance
for school kids of the trial
scene from the play. In addition. students in grades 6' 12 are invited to get involved
in a Writers Showcase, a competition. The deadline for submissions is October 23, and
there will be cash prizes for
the best student writings in
two genres - fiction and essay.
For fiction, young writers
are to use the first two paragraphs of "To Kill A Mockingbird** as a model. In that short.
space, the author establishes
main characters. introduces a
major conflict, and hints at the
outcome.
Students who take this option
are to write the first 150 words
of their own novel, striving to
achieve the same level of excellence and excitement as Harper Lee.
Young writers interested in
the essay are invited to choose
a meaningful quote from the
novel and then structure a thesis around it to explain the ongoing relevance of "To Kill A
Mockingbird" even fifty years
after the novel was wntten.
The best thing about The
Big Read is not the extra-curncular activities, but just the
simple fact that hundreds of peo-

Dear Editor:
I have been trying for three
weeks to shorten my 900-plus
word letter which was rejected by you so I can still try
to get my' points across. So
with great fondness and a big " shout out" to the late, great
Robert O. Miller, here are my

ple in the
region are
reading
a
memorable
book
and
talking
about
it.
Additional
support
from Murray
State
University's Malt Street
Office
of By Constance
Alexander
Regional
Stewardship Ledger & Times
Columnist
and
Outreach funded the purchase of hundreds of copies
of the paperback that are being
distributed
throughout the
region.
Most of us read "To Kill
A Mockingbird" long ago, but
reading it again is an opportunity' for further analysis. What
parent does not strive for the
wisdom and fair-mindedness of
Atticus Finch? What children
do not relate to the fnendship
of Scout, Jem and little Dill.
who spent summers together
getting into mischief and dreaming up wild schemes? What
town is without its own Boo
Radley, the misunderstood hermit whose compassion far
exceeds that of many pious
churchgoers? And who doesn't have the occasional bad
dreams about an evil pack like
the Ewells or a tragic martyr
like Tom Robinson? Finally, is
there any community that cannot benefit from soul-searching about how it deals with

would we be in this pickle,
today? They just borrow and,
spend with no plan to repay
and put it on the back of the,
children. They deregulate everything and we get to bailout.
recent thoughts on the mad5. Why can't some of the
ness in our land.
tax money being sought. which
I. Can you believe for a was hidden in foreign banks
moment the far, far nght would or off-shore, non-tax-paying
raise Cain because our presi- businesses, which was basicaldent wanted to address our ly met by a wink by them,
maion's youth in a national be used to provide basic healthaddress to discuss and encour- care for everyone at a fair anti
age the very' real importance reasonable pnce?
of education in our children's
The only difference today
lives?
is allowing the middle class
2. Can you tell me where and small business to be COVthe Freedom Tea Partiers were ered for medical costs without
when their past four presidents worrying about being driven
ran
up a $10 trillion into bankruptcy when they get
($10,000,000,000,000.00) sick. 7\vo-thirds of all bankdeficit dunng their 20 years ruptcies are over medical debt
of power?
and three-fourths of those fil3. How shrill is the scream ing have health insurance coy.
of fear and loathing against erage...or thought they did,
healthcare for all at a fair price There simply must be some
to all? I insure myself and my public option." Some
one simson at an almost sinful month- ply has to " stare
down the
ly' premium but have to have health insurance
giants" who
such a HUGE deductible and have been feasting on us for
our coverage basically pays for decades and make
them ha
nothing.
competitive instead of goug4. The steady mantra of the ing everyone at every
turn.
others has always been " too
We deserve better.
much government." If we had
Ricky A. Lamkin
some of those $10 TnIlion
Murray, Ky.
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issues of race, justice and deep-.
rooted values?
There are scenes from -To
Kill A Mockingbird" that still
tug at the heartstrings even
after the second. third or fourth
reading of the book. At the
end of the tnal, for instance,
after Atticus presented a flawless case and argued passion-,
ately for the black man's acquittal for a crime he did not commit. the jitry comes back with
a unanimous verdict: Guilty.
guilty, guilty..."
As the defeated Atticus
leaves the courtroom, his daughter -- baptized Jean Louise but
nicknamed Scout - is startled
by someone trying to get her
attention. "I looked around,"
Scout says. "All around us and
in the balcony on the oppo,2
site wall, the Negroes were
getting to their feet..."
Scout dimly realizes that the
Reverend Sykes' is talking .to
her: "Miss Jean Louise, staid
up," he says. "Your father's
passin.."
For more information abotA
The Big Read in Paducah. lot
on to the Carson Center Webs
site at www.thecarsoncenter.ori.
Library events are outlined on
their site:
www.mclib.net,
Details about The Big Read
projects amund the USA are,
available at www.NEABi,
gRead.org. Guidelines for the
Writers Showcase for students.
in grades 6 - 12 are available
through Main Street at constanceale xanderg,new wavecona
m.net. Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledger.com.
•
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Health bill survives GOP critics, headed to vote

Randy Lee ClsappeN

VYASHINGTON (AP) - A
White House-backed overhaul
of the nation's health care system weathered repeated challenges fmm Republican critic's
over taxes. abortion and more on
Wednesday, and the bill's architect claimed enough votes to
push it through the Senate
Finance Committee as early as
week's end
"We're coming to closure."
said Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont.,
the committee chairman, as
President Barack Obama lobbied at least one wavering
Democrat by phone to swing
behind the measure.
Baucus said, "It's clear to me
we're going to get it passed,"
although he sidestepped a question about possible Republican
support. Olympia Snowe of
Maine is the only GOP senator
whose vote is in doubt, and she
has yet to tip her hand. While
she has voted with Democrats
on some key tests - to allow
the government to dictate the
types of coverage that must be
included in inaurance policies,
for example - she has also
sided with fellow Republicans
on other contentious issues_
House Democratic leaders
struggled to reduce their legislation to the $90() billion, 10-year
cost that °barna has specified.
Officials said numerous alternatives were under review to
reduce subsidies that are
designed tc defray the cost of
insurance for millions. Passage
in the Finance Committee would

Randy Lee Chappell, 48, Durant, Okla., died Wednesday, Sept.
30, 2009. at 6:20 p.m at Murray-Calloway County Hospital He
was born (kt i 8, 1960. Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
ww w imesmillercom.

Democrat says GOP wants
sick to just 'die quickly'
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VYASHINGTON (AP) House Republicans say it's payback time for the recent repnmend of one of their own for
heckling President Barack
Obama.
They want a Democratic lawmaker to apologize or face a
reprimand for saying the GOP
wants Ameticans to "die quickly- if they get sick.
Rep. Alan Grayson, D-Fla.
- a first-term congressman
known for a provocative style
refused to back down on
Wednesday.
As Republicans threatened to
introduce a resolution disapproving of his remarks, he
returned to the House floor arid
mocked their outrage by citing
research shovving that nearly
45,000 people die each year for
lack of health insurance.
"I would like to apologize
I apologize to the dead and their
families that we haven't voted
sooner to end this holocaust in
America," he said. citing a study
being published in the American

Journal of Public Health.
Grayson's initial remarks
came Thesday night as he criticized Republican health care
proposals as a "blank piece of
PaPer'"
"If you get sick, Ati:CTIC8 thc
Republican health care plan is
this: Die quickly," he said on the
House floor. "That's right. The
Republicans want you to die
quickly if you get sick."
The rhetoric wasn't spontaneous: He reinforced his point
with signs saying the same
thing_
Republicans immediately
called for an apology, likening
the comments to Rep. Joe
Wilson's widely criticized shout
of "You lie!" dunng President
Barack Obama's address to
Congress earlier this month.
Seeking payback from the
Democratic-led scolding of
Wilson earlier this month, they
say Democrats should at least
insist that Grayson apoiogize
just as they insisted Wilson. RS.C., should.

AP
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Sen Max Baucus, left, talks with ranking Member Sen.
Chuck Grassley, R-lowa, during a Senate Finance Committee hearing on health care overhaul
reform legislation on Capitol Hill Wednesday
clear the way for debate on the
Senate floor in mid-October on
the bill, designed to accomplish
Obama's aims of expanding
access to insurance as well as
slowing the rate of growth in
health care spending overall.
The bill includes numerous consumer protections, such as limits
on copays and deductibles, and
relies on federal subsidies to

help lower-income tamilies purchase coverage. Its cost is estimated at $900 billion over a
decade. While the legislation
would not allow the government
to sell insurance in competition
with private companies, the
White House was working to
make sure that some version
cleared committee.
The committee met as Senate

Majority Leader Harry Reid of,
Nevada announced the full,
Senate would begin debate on•
health care legislation the week
of Oct. 12. Initial action is,
expected to be slow, consunied•
largely with parliamentary'
maneuvers in which Democrats'
try to set the stage for passage,
and Republicans erect a 60-vote,
hurdle as a tem vote.

Study: Too much candy
Supreme Court takes up Chicago handgun ban case
could lead to prison
LONDON (AP) - Willy
Wonka would be horrified.
Children who eat too rnuch
candy' tnay be more likely to be
arrested for violent behavior as
adults, new research suggests.
British experts studied more
than 17.00() children born in
1970 for about four decades. Of
the children who ate candies or
chocolates daiiy at age 10, 69
percent were. later arrested for a
violent offense by the age of 34.
Of those who didn't have any
vioient clashes, 42 percent ate
sweets daily.
The study' was published in
the October issue of the Bntish
Journal of Psychiatry. It was
paid for by Britain's Economic
and Social Research Council.
The researchers said the
results were interesting, but that
more studies were needed to
confirm the link, "It's not that
the sweets themselves are bad,
it's more about interpreting how
kids make decisions," said
Simon Moore of the University
of Cardiff. one of the paper's

authors.
Moore said parents who consistently bribe their children into
good behavior with candies and
chocolates could be doing harm.
That might prevent kids from
learning how to defer gratification, leading to impulsive
behavior and violence.
Even after Moore and colleagues controlled for ot:ier
variables like different parenting
skills and varying social and
economic backgrounds. they
found a significant link between
childhood consumption of
sweets and violent behavior in
adultruxxi.
Previous studies have found
better nutrition leads to better
behavior, in both children and
adults.
Moore said his results were
not strong enough to recommend parents stop giving their
children candies and chocolates.
"This is an incredibly complex
area,- he said. "It's not fair to
blame it on the candy."

Sun sets on Saturn,
GM cancels brand
DETROIT(AP)-For those
who expected General Motors*
once-funky Saturn brand to live
On with a new owner, there has
been a sad tv.ist. Saturn, once
billed as a different kind of car
company, appears as dead as
Pontiac and Oldsmobile.
At the brand's 350 remaining
dealers around the country, there
were high hopes tilat a deal
would be announced for GM to
sell the brand to former race car
driver and auto industry magnate Roger Penske.
Instead, Penske Automotive
announced
Gniup
Inc.
Wednesday it is walking away
from the deal. unable to find a
manufacturer to make Satum
cars when GM stops producing
models sometime after the end
of 2011. GM then announced it
wouid stop making Saturns and
soon would close down the
brand, just like it did with
Oldsmobile in 2(X)4 and won

will do with Pontiac.
The clay's events mean an
almost certain end to Satum, a
brand that was set up in 1990 to
fight gnawing Japanese imports.
Instead of celebrating a rebirth.
the announcements sent dealers
scrambling for ways to stay
open and preserve about 13,000
jobs.
"I find this hard to believe.said Carl Galeana, owner of two
Saturn dealerships in suburban
Detroit. "Everyone's been saying we're right at the goal line."
Although GM and Penske
reached a tentative agreement to
sell the brand in June. the deal
collapsed Wednesday after
Penske was told by an unidentified manufacturer that its board
had rejected a deal to make cars
for the new Saturn.
"It was a stunning tum of
events," said GM spokesman
Tom

U.S. world standing suffers
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
United States' standing in the
world declined in the past
decade to below Cold War levels, according to a leading gmup
of political scientists.
Favorable attitudes have
risen sharply under President
Barack (Thama with his commitment to "restore American
standing." but confidence in him
appears to be in conflict with
Unfavorable attitudes about U.S.
foreign policy, the American
Political Science Association
said in a report released
Thursday'
"Mena American leaders and
citizens worra,' that this decline,

despite a recent upturn. may be
part of a long-term trend. one
that will be hard to reverse," the
report said.
While Obama has raised
American esteem, he has not
produced more European troops
for Afghanistan, secured concessions from North Korea nor
made any headway with Iran,
the academics said.
Twenta political scientists
worked on the report for more
than a year. The findings are
based on analyses of public
opinion surveys, votes in the
U.N. General Assembly and the
expert judgment of specialists in
the field of geopolitics.

VYASHINGTON(AP)- The
Supreme Court could ignite a
vigorous new fight over state
and local gun controls across the
nation when it rules on a challenge to Chicago's handgun ban.
The court said Wedneaday it
will consider a challeage to
Chicago's ban, and even gun
control supporters believe a victory is likely for gun-rights proponents.
If the court rules that the
Second Amendment right to
keep and bear arms doesn't
allow the city's outnght handgun han. it could lead to legal
challenges to less-restrictive
laws that limit who may own
guns, whether firearms must be
registered and even how they
must be stoted.
The court last year moved in
the direction of voiding tough
gun control laws when it struck
down a prohibition on handguns
in the District of Columbia, a
city with unique federal status.
Now the court will decide

whether thatmling should apply
to local and state laws as well.
"The court will hear arguments in
the case early next year, and a
ruling pmbably would follow in
the apring.
The court has said previously
that most. but not all, rights laid
out in the Constitution's Bill of
Rights serve as checks on state
as well as federal restrictions.
Separately, 44 state constitutions already enshrine gun
rights.
Though faced with potential
limits fmm the high court on
their ability to enact laws and
regulations in this area, 34 states
weighesi in on the gun-rights
side before the justices agreed to
take the case Wednesday, an
indication of the enduring
strength of the National Rifle
Association and its allies.
The gun casc was among
several the court added to its
docket for the term that begins
Monday. Others include:
- A challenge to part of a

law that niakes it a crime to pro- professor whose recent book .
vide financial and other aid to "Out of Range" explores the
any group designated a terrorist often bitter national debate over
organization.
guns.
-- A dispute over when new.
Already, Alan Guru, who led.
harsher penalties can be given to the legal challenge to the.
sex offenders who don't register Washington law and represents
with state sex offender databas- the plaintiff in Chicago, is suing"
es.
to overturn the Distnct of
- Whether to throw out a Columbia's prohibition on car,
human rights lawsuit against a rying firearms outside a person's
former prime minister of home. Illinois and Wisconsin,
Somalia who is accused of over- have similar restrictions.
seeing killing; and other atrociIn voiding Washington's
ties. The issue is whether a fed- handgun ban last year, Justice
eral law gives the former offi- Antonin Scalia suggested that,
cial, Mohamed Ali Samantar, gun nghts, like the right ter
irtununity from lawsuits in U.S. speech. are limited and that,
COUrtS.
many gun control measures:
In the gun case, outright could remain in place.
handgun bans appear to be limUltimately. said Tushnet, the.
ited to Chicago and suburban court will have to decide. possi-.
Oak Park, Ill. But a niling bly restriction by restriction...
against those ordinances proba- which limits are reasonable.
;
bly would "open up all the gun
"It's very hard to knovr,
regulations in the country to where this court would draw the
constitutional scrutiny, of which line between reasonable and
there are quite a few,- said Mark unreasonable," he said.
Tushnet, a Harvard Law School

Economy reports numerous signals of rebound
WASHINGTON (AP) Consumer spending, the bulwark of economic growth, is
showing signs of life as the
economy transitions from recession to recovery.
The key question is whether
the spending rebound can be
sustained while U.S. households
face rising unemployment, tight
credit conditions and other
obstacles.
Economists believe that consumer spending, which accounts
for about 70 percent of total economic activity, surged in
August, reflecting the success of
the government's Cash for
Clunkers car rebate program.
While layoffs have slowed,
they have not stopped, and
many workers remain fearful
about what the future holds.'The
Conference Board reported
Thesday that its widely watched
bammeter of consumer confidence dipped to a reading of
53.1 in September, from 54.5 in
August, as Amencans' worries
about job secunty flared again.
The Commerce Department
is scheduled to report on consumer spending for August on
Thursday. In advance of that
report. economists surveyed by
Thomson Reuters expect that
spending surged 1.1 percent, up
from the 0.2 percent rise in July.
Economic data. after being
bleak for months following the
financial collapse a year ago,
has started to show encouraging

1111nrray

sign.. in a number of sectors.
The Institute for Supply
Management is expected to
report Thursday that its gauge of
manufacturing activity rose further into positive territory in
September with a reading of 54.
That would compare to an
August reading of 52.9, which
had marked the first time in 19
months that the manufacturing
barometer had flashed an expansion signal. A reading below 50
indicates manufacturing is contracting.
The number of newly laid-ofT
workers filing for unemployment benefits is expected to post
a slight rise. climbing to
535,000 last week from 530,000
the previous week. according to
analysts surveyed by Thomson
Reuters.
In a fourth report, an index
from the National Association ot
Realtors that tracks pending
home sales is expected to rise
for an eighth straight month in
August. If accurate, that would
provide further evidence the battered housing sector is starting
to rebound following three dismal years.
However, a separate report
on construction spending was
expected to show a dip of 0.2
percent for August, matching
the July dmp, as weakness in
nonresidential activity offsets a
rebound in single-family homebuilding.
'The big gain in consumer

& Windows

spending in August is expected country endured the longest
to help lift that measure for the recession since the 1930s.
third quarter to an annual rate of
Most economists are not'
around 2 pervent, Nigel Gault, expecting a double-dip recesan economist at IHS Global Mon, but there is concern that'
Insight. said he expected the their forecasts for a sustained
overall economy, as measured rebound could prove too °rine'
by the gross domestic product, mistic.
to rebound to growth of between
The Group of 20 leading,
3 and 3.5 percent in the July- industrial and emerging markea
September quarter.
countnes concluded that it is
That would be an impmve- critical for nations not to halt,
ment from four straight quarter- their stimulus programs too,
ly declines in GDP. including a socm for fear the world could.
revised decline of 0.7 percent in repeat mistakes made in the
the April-June quarter, as the 1930s.
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Simmons will be
honored on her
90th birthday
Mrs. Boazie Simmons of Murray will be honored at a reception
on of her 90th birthday on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
celebrati
in
welcome center of First Baptist Church, 203 South 4th St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The event is being hosted by her children, Steve Sinunons and
wife. Cindy, of Marion, Ill., Kathy Lair and husband. Bill. of
Nashville, Tenn.. Celia Reeder arid husband, Bob, of Fort
Lauderdale, ;la.. arid Kameil Hopkins arid husband, Daved, of
Jackson, Tenn. Also her seven grandchildren will assist in the entertaining.
Mrs. Simmons, known as "Miss Boazie" is the widow of Archie
Sinunons who died in 1998. They had been married for 52 years.
She had been a teacher for 35 years at several places including
Murray State University from which she retimed in 1984.
Since moving to Murray fnarn Wickliffe in June of 1963, she has
been a member imd a Sunday School teacher at First Baptist Church.

As part of the Murray High School
Homecoming Week festivities, three outbe inducted into
standing former players
the achool's ootball Hall of Fame at haltr
time of the game with Reldland Friday at 1)
Holland Stadum. They are Charlie Warred.
class of 1965, Mark West, class of 1987. add
Richard Blalock, class of 2002.
The Quarterback Club will host casuid
tailgate reception at the stadium from 6 to
6:50 p.m. and the crowning of the Football
lo's
Queen will begin at 7 p.m. Kick off for the
Datebook game will be 7:30 p m.and the new inductees
By Jo Buateon will be presented at half-time.
Community
Editor
Youth Center plans class di
Main Street Youth Center is offering an eight week &quoestu
more
skills&quot: class today (Thursday) from 4:30 to 5 p.m. For
information call 753-TEEN.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

provided
Pictured is a scene from last year's blessings of the animals
at Memonal Garden.

the club
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Annual Blessing of the
Animals will be Sunday

On Saturdy from 8 to 11 a.m., Applebee's Resturant will provide
l
a community fundraiser for the Murray. High School Volleybal
Team. A shortstack of pancakes and a beverage for 55 per persot
will be served by the volleyball team.

Photo

Volleyball Team plans event

This Sunday, Oct. 4, will mark the 12th annual Blessing of the
Animals held at 4 p.m. in the Memonal Garden at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main St., Murray. 'The event is one of
many held in places large and small throughout the world to celebrate the Feast of St. Francis, well known patron of animals and creation.
During the year the Memonal Garden serves as host for various
events, including weddings, spnng tours. church services, and picnics, but on the first Sunday of October it issues a unique invitation
to the corrununity: Bnng your pets for a blessing and some treats

Aaron Beeloom

Jimmie lbeckiewad

Buckland and Burkeen
present program for
New Besmnings group

Knitting Group will meet

- dent Health
MSU Stu

Fair will be Oct. 14
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'Hazel Baptist Church
Community Fish Fry
& Gospel Singing
with the Mooreheads

& Gifh
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-172_5 — 1-800-472.8852
www.rollingh.com

Sunday - Wedseaday Evening
October 416-7th •6:30 p.m.
Evangelist/Pastor, Russ Cooper
,
EVERYONE WELCOME!

Four Rivers Music Fnends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library which will be open
Sunday. All musicians and listeners are invited. For more information call 753-6979.

Glory Bound on Friday

MHS

Genealogical society will meet

Murray H
on Satunia)
Murray. An
Individuals
homecomin
p.m. For m•
, Debbie M

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will be Friday at 7 p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church. located on Ky. 121 North at
Steila. Featuured will be Ivan Hodge, soloist, and the group. Grace
an
Song. Items for Need Line will be received. For more informati
call joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patric/.
Lea at 76)-2666.
it)
Calloway County Genealogical Society. will meet Fnday at
a.m. in the parking lot of Calloway County Public Library and carmort
pool to McKenzie to visit the Gordon Browning Museum. For
76ainformation call Don Heath at 753-0587 or Susan O'Neill at
9062.

Barnett Cemetery plans meeting
Saturday

at A
Barnett Cemetery's annual meeting will be
cemetery with a short business meeting to precede the potluck mei'
to be served at noon, Donations will be taken for the care of
cemetery. Those unable to attend may send their donations to H
D4
Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland Dr., Murray., KY 42071 or ,
Campbell, 2213 Trace Dr., Murray. KY 42071.

41;

Hazel Celebration Saturday

•

The Hazel Celebration Parade. presented by BB&T Bank will tie
ft
Saturday at 10 a.m. Line-up for the parade starts as at 9:30 a.m.
preand
fee
entry
no
is
There
Street.
Thini
on
me Hazel Cemetery
registration is not required. Ribbons will be given for each entry a*
trophies will be awarded to first, second and third places. Every oir
is invited to participate especially youth groups, churches and nonprofit organizations. For more infomiation about the parade contact
Mary or Ronda at 492-81:36.

!Ai

Fall Mum event Saturday

Murray Stare University Horticulture Department will have
annual fall mum sale Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the Puian
Farm Greenhouses and farm, located at the end of both Hickory arid
Locust Streets.
•

‘ •
‘,
:
4
••

401*

*Chrysanthemums
*Snow Survivor Pansies
*Kale & Cabbage
*1'rees & Shrubs

Annual Tent Revival

L

amr Ari

Gospel Sias* at 7:30 p.rn.

•:*

Four Rivers Group to meet

A District-wide Volunteer Training will be held tonigit
(Thursday) at 6 p.m. in the back meeting room of the ('alloway
ti
County Board of Education. This is for any parent or grandpare
who missed the training held at their individual school. Kyr
Hopkins, Title I Parent Liaison for Calloway County Schools, satal
"the trairung is required annually and all volunteers are required to
attend before volunteering within the Calloway County Schopl
District."
.•

Fall Is For Fluting

":•• •:*

Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday at 9 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Those attending knit or crochet
shawls. The gmup has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the patients
and also to homebound persons. All interested women are invited.
For information call the church at 753-3812.

Volunteer Training Thursday

Friday, October 2nd
Meal starts at 6:30 p.m.
*Donations will be accepted
All proceeds above cost goes to missions
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Knitters and Wannabees will Meet Friday at
are
munity room of Calloway County Public Library. All knitters
gat
welcome. Bnng your own project or the group can help you
the
started on one. Also the group will knit hats and scarves for
Santa Project. Join the group for an hour or two of fun and fnendship. For more information call Dot at 753-4803.

afterward!
Many creatures, from gold fish to a chinchilla to a homed lizard,
a turtle and a snake,in addition to the more usual dogs and cats, gerbils and hamsters, have attended in the past. Most have waited
patiently for their individual blessing with surprisingly few 'disagreements.- Those with pets who don't enjoy traveling or are
unwell may bring a photo for a blessing by the Rev. Matthew
B radley.
Owners of the honored guests are asked to bnng their pets on
leashes, in cages, or by other secured means. The service usually.
and
lasts about an hour, including refreshments for both people
pets. and all are welcome — with or without an animal.
'the Garden at St. John's was designed by David Slawson, internationally known for his gardens across the country that feature natural sites, their plants and trees. Many volunteers from the church
For
and conununity have contributed to its continuing development.
.
753-6908
call
on,
informati
l
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,
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New Beginnings Support Group presents peopk of the communia who are willing to share their talent and their life story.
Aaron Burkeen was featured on guitar at a recent meeting. Also
and Ftita
adding to the musical presentations were his parents, Jerry
Burkeen. Aaron is a lOth grader at Calloway County High School.
The annual Murray State University Student Health Fair will be
The keynote speaker for the evening wa.s Jeannie Buckland. Hers
y, Oct. 14, from 3 to 6 p.m. at the Susan Bauemfeind
Wednesda
her
brought
is an amazing story of God's love and grace that has
on carnpus.
Center
Wellness
and joy
beyond seemingly hopeless circumstances to a life of praise
The event is a joint project of the Exercise Science Students, genVetting
arid
others
tic
in the Lord. Much of her joy comes from helping
erou,s community supporters and the Wellness and Therapeu
is a real
them know that these is hope in this life. Jeannie's life
Sciences Department.
presA variety of health and wellness assessments. such a,s blood
example of this.
nt and
assessme
postural
and
strength,
public
mass,
the
body
to
open
strength.
are
grip
meetings
sure,
These support gmup
flexibility will be performed.
refreshing and uplifting.
Westside
Dental hygiene. Dermascan to check for sun damage to the sk.kn,
at
p.m.
6:30
at
3
Oct.
,
Saturday
this
is
The next meeting
chair massage will also be available.
Scott's
and
Johr.
by
Baptist Church. The meal will be furnished
All screenings are free of charge. Gifts and door priz,es will be
p.m.
7
at
start
will
program
The
class.
School
Westside Sunday
given to participants who register.
with Ruth Vaughan as speaker.
but
Ruth's story. is one that she has shared with very few people,
come through.
y ou will marvel after hearing it of what all she has
she
Most people who know her would never imagine such hardships
disATLANTA, Ga. -- Daniel White of Murray, Ky., earned the
that nuiybe
has endured. This positive and upbeat lady has decided
2009 at the
semester
spring
the
for
honors
faculty
of
tinction
she ha.s consomeone Call learn and be encouraged by her story, so
her as she Georgia institute of Technology.
sented to reveal it. You are invited to come and support
for the
Undergraduate students earning a 4.00 academic average
shares from her heart.
Tech.
Georgia
at
Honors
Faculty
of
n
distinctio
you need semester gain the
Justin and Nicole Burcham are in charge of childcare. If
White is the sort of Dr. and Mrs. Stephen White of Murray.
.
753-0156
at
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MHS Homecoming will
induct three in Hall of Fame

Life is a journey.
Wear comfortable
shoes.
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(—NEW SHIPMENTS
*Tulip & Daffodil Bulbs
*Wood 'Wick Candles )

Handbags
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Bring in this ad to receive $15 off the regular price.
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Gandy and Chase
Nlary Elisabeth Gandy of Union City, Tenn., and Alan Brian
Chase of Murray announce their engagement and forthcoming
wedding on Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009 at 11 a.m. at the ChatillonDeMend Mansion in historic downtown St. Louis, Mo.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Dr. Vvilliam O. Murray and the
late Wanda Brown Murray of Union City. She is the granddaughter of the late Arthur and Nora Brown of Hornbeak, Tenn., and
William and Martha Murray of Newbern, Tenn.
Ms. Gandy is a graduate of Moapa Valley High School and graduated froin University of Tennessee at Martin in 2004 with degrees
in biology and philosophy. She is an alumna of Zeta Tau Alpha
social sorority. She is currently enrolled at Logan College of
•Chiropractic in St. 1,ouis.
• '• The groom-elect is the son of Jan and John Fuqua of Murray and
3eff and Nancie Chase of Rockforrl, Mich. He is the grandson of
Johnny and Carolyn Reagan of Murray and the late Harold and
Geneva Chase of Marion, Ill.
Mr. Chase is a graduate of Murray High School and graduated
from thc University of Tennessee at Martin in 2003 with a degree
in business. He is an alumnus of UT Martin Football and Phi Chi
Theta business fraternity. He is currently enrolled at Logan College
of Chiropractic.

MHS Class of 1974 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1974 will have its 35-year reunion
on Saturday at 7 p.m. at The Big Apple Cafe, 1005 Arcadia Circle,
Murray. Anyone who has cver been a part of the class is invited.
Individuals will be responsNe for-their own food and drinks. MHS
homecoming will be Friday with the football game to start at 7:30
p.rn. For more information call Gingy Flora Grider at 759-4738 or
, Debbie McCord Dibble at 227-1586.

BENTON, Ky. - Want to drive
or ride in art automobile nice?
Well, it's not actually a speed
competition. It's a road rally - a
point-to-point drive on public
roads, obeying all traffic laws,
with the goal of doing the best
job ot managing time. speed and
distance over a prescribed
course - a nice drive in the beautiful Marshall County countryside.
And, it's all for a good cause to raise funds for the Marshall
County Exceptional Center.
The inaugural MCEC Road
Rally is scheduled for Saturday',
Nov. 7. To participate, all you
need is a valid driver's license,
any sueet-legal automobile, a
co-driver/navigator, and the $20
registration
fee. (Drivers
younger than 18 will also need a
parent to grant permission by
signing on the day of the event.)
The rally will be conducted
similar to those sanctioned by
the Sports Car Club of America.
Teams will leave the starting
point, at the Exceptional Center
at 198 Old Symsonia Road in
Benton, at one-minute intervals,
beginning at I p.m. Drivers,
Hubbard and Smith
with the aid of their navigators,
Johnny and Maria Hubbard of Paris, Tenn., announce the must ft:I/low the prescribed
engagement of their daughter, Veronica Marla Hubbard, to Treston course and arrive on time at
Evan Smith, son of Steve Smith of Calvert City and Judy Smith of checkpoints, returning to the
starting point at the conclusion 2
Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Hubbard is the granddaughter of Dudley and Sue Dell hours, 30 minutes later.
Hubbard of Paris and Julian Abella and Asuncion Delcerro of
Barcelona, Spain.
Mr. Smith is the grandson of Charles Fagan and the late Helen
Fagan of Benton and Evelyn Smith and the late Powell Smith of
Calvert City.
Any organization with a holiThe bride-elect attended Henry County High School and is a cer- day event that would like to
tified pharmacy technician and licensed massage therapist.
have the event featured in the
The groom-elect, a 2006 graduate of Marshall County High 2009 Holiday Event Guide may
School, is attending Murray State University and will graduate in contact the Murray Convention
May 2010. He is employed by Home City Ice and Briggs & & Visitors Bureau. The guide is
Stratton.
published in early October;
The wedding is planned for the fall of 2010.
therefore any events occurring

Points will be deducted tot
teams which are early or late in
arriving at the checkpoints
Some checkpoints will be conspicuous, while others will be
concealed so that die arrival oi
competitors will be observed
without the competitor being
aware of it. T'he team losing the
least points will be declared the
w•Inner
'There will be some actual racing driv•ers participating, including accomplished local dirttrack racers Tim Brown, Dennis
English, Tanner English, Terry
English, Troy English and
Randy Sellars. All six drivers
are in need of co-drivers to ride
shotgun with them, and you can
bid for one of those seats. An
auction will begin Friday night
during the season-finale program at Paducah International
Raceway. Bidding will continue
through 3 p.m. Oct. 27.
At the conclusion of the event.
a picnic will be held on the
MCEC grounds. The band
Kornmon 'Thread will provide
entertainment.
T-shirts are available for 315
each, but must be ordered in
advance. Teams whose drivel
and navigator both wear the Tshirts will have bonus points
deducted from their scores. For
more information, call 270-5271327.

Events for guide needed
in October, November and
December can be included.
To submit an event, e-mail the
information including a contact
phone number to stephanie butler@tourmi.rray.com, or call
Butler at 759-2199.

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916
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Flexible and versatile
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FORMER TIGER
RETURNS TO
TY HOLLAND
FOR FIRST TIME

Dv TOMMY DUMB
Sports Writer
Ty Holland Stadium will be
full of Murray alumni Friday
night as the Tigers host Reidland
on Homecoming.
Most will go through th,e
ticket line and take their seats in
the stands at the old field.
One will lead the visiting
Greyhounds onto the turf he
once littered with ttis own blood.
sweat and tears as one of the
program's more memorable
characters.
This week will serve as a personal homecoming of sorts for
first-year Reidland coach Jon
Hedges, who was a standout
linebacker and fullback for the
Tigers in die early 2000s before
playing college ball at Westem
Kentucky.
Hired as an assistant at
Reidland fresh out of college,
Hedges served under foriner
coach Jeff Sturm for one season
before being hired as head coach
when Sturm vacated the position
after a 1-9 2008 campaign
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & limes
Through five games under
Murvay running back Brandon Wicks (left) slaps hands with kicker Jordan
Benton after scoring a touchdown In a vic- Hedges, the Greyhounds
have
tory over Fulton City on Sept. 4. Wicks and Benton have been large parts
of the Tigers' 6-0 start this season and head already tripled that win total.
coach Steve Duncan believes hoth can play at the collegiate level
Reidland owns three victories
this season over Todd County
POSMONAL VERSATILITY PAYS OFF FOR UNDEFEATED MURRAY, ESPECIALLY ON
Central, Webster County and
Fulton County. All three of those
By TOMMY DILLARD
That versatility is now paying
The Wildcats managed short teams rem_ain winless on the
Friday
Sports Wrier
off for Murray, which has suf- of 200 yards of offense.
year, but progress had to begin
On July 15, the first day of
Reidland at Murray
fered injuries to a handful of
Prior to last week, the somewhere for the perennially
football
- 3C p
practice
across
crucial starters oser the past few defense had struggled, giving up downtrodden program.
: Ty Holland Stadium
Kentucky.
Steve
Duncan
weeks anti may miss at lea.st one 40 points ty Ballard Memorial
"We've just gotten more coninformed his Murray playerg"
;;;.player this week due to the flu.
fident." Hedges said. "We get
and 20 toViitton County.
Ratoods:
that there would be no such
Murray 6-0 ,1 -0 1.2A).
With leading tackler and
Asked if his defense is back, bigger in the weight room over
Reidlanct 3.2 (0-1 1-2A)
thing as specialization.
defensive captain Demoree Duncan says he doesn't believe the summer and guys are undetLast meeting: Murray Oat Rea:hand
No Tiger would be just a run28-0 ir Paducah (2006)
Fields sidelined with an ankle it ever left. Losing Fields hurt standing the game better. The
What Murray needs to win:
ning back. just an offensive
injury, the Tigers shuffled their the unit, and it took several challenge is still numbers.
Reicearo's rushing defense is stout so
tackle or even just a quarterdefense, moving regular line- games to adjust to his absence.
We've got the flu bug and some
the Tfgers may neeo to throw a ample
back.
of passes to keep things honest Then
backers Matt Deese arid Alex
injuries, and we can't afford
"We're
trying
tweak
to
things
again they might not An earty lead
They would be capable of
Stephens as well as Ian Heskett and get the best group of guys those things."
would likely lake tne stai inexperienced
playing at least four positions in
to the defensive line.
Greyhounds :WI of the gams mentally
Even so, Hedges has given
we
can."
Duncan
said.
game situations or they wouldn't
What Fieldlend needs to wtn: The
Defensive backs Devon "Sometimes we might go with a Reidland supporters hopes of a
Greyhounds are a power football team
be playing for Duncan.
Smith and Christian Duncan bigger group, sometimes a wizening season for the first time
and outpowenng Murray is a tough
"We tell them from the
charge Rekaar.d must be able to shut
moved into linebacker slots, lighter and faster gnsup. We call since 2001. when they finished
beginning, they. have to know
down 11-* Tigers rushing attack and
where they joined Shickill them our 'David defense and 5-5.
with two of Murray s starters on the
two offensive positions and two
Davis.
But in order to keep from
our 'Samson defense."
oftentuve kne questionable their
defensive positions at minichances may be better than they norThe result was a 17-0 shutout
It isn't likely Fields will be falling back to .500, Hedges will
mum," said Duncan. whose
mally would
win at Tngg County, a game in reinserted into either Biblical have to beat his alma mater and
Tigers rank No. 4 in Class 2A
which
Murray needed a domi- formation Friday night, howev- do it without one of his assisguys
that have played for me
going
into
nant performance from its er. He has been cleared to piny tants.
that
could
play
four
defensive
Homecoming matchupFraigdai
aYnSst
Rick Fisher, former head
positions. They know they're defense to prove it belonged and will be in uniform, but
Reidland.
among the upper echelon teams
coach at Murray and Hedges'
going
to
have
to
be
versatile
"I give them examples of
in the state_
high school coach, is now servSes TIGERS, 2i3
throughout the year."
ing on his former player's staff.
He has been in the press box-at
every Reidland game thus. far
this season, but won't be wearmg red when he steps into his
old stomping grounds Friday.
"1 didn't want to put him in
that situation," Hedges said.
"He's still got a lot of connections anti love for the Murray.
prograrn and he's going to be
watching from the stands."
Fisher coached the Tigers for
15 years and amassed a 129-54
UN/if-AMY OFFENSIVE UNE
record, a state nuttier-up finish
in 1994 and two regional chamMAKES IMPROVEMENT
pionships in 1994 and 1997. He
retired after the 2004 season.
DIFFICULT FOR LAKE:RS
While Fisher will straddle the
By TOMMY DILLARD
line between two loyalties on
Sports Wnter
Friday, Hedges doesn't get that
At one point during last week's 30-12
luxury.
loss at Paducah Tilghman, Calloway County
Will it be difficult for him to
coach Josh McKee! glanced down the sidecoach on the other side of 'Ty
line and saw his four senior offensive lineHolland"'
men standing behind him.
"I haven't been on that field
That wouldn't have been a problem had
since high school." he said. "I
the Lakers been on defense.
still love Murray. High. 1 always
They weren't.
root for Murray, but this is my
Instead of getting better, Calloway's
job and I can't take anything
injury situation only seems to be getting
personally. After the game. I'm
worse.
sure I'll shake hands with
(Murray coach Steve) Duncan
NI See LAKERS, 28
and go see a lot of old friends."
Neither Duncan nor any of
Murray's current players have
Friday
any personal connection with
Calloway Co. at Futton Co.
Hedges, but several assistants
When. 7 30 p m
do, most notably defensive coorWhets. Sanger Flied (Hickman, Ky
Radio' YAM,89 7 FM
dinator Tony Boone. who was
Records: Calloway Co 2-4 (0-0. I -4A), Fulton Co 0Hedges' linebackers coach in
61C, 1 1.1A)
Last meeting, Calloway del Fulton Co 58-0 in
high school.
Murray (2000)
But Duncan says there won't
Whet Calloway needs to win: The Lakers should be
be any added emotion from his
able to get their offense going agenst the Pilots who
team.
hews given up at *ast 28 points in every game this
season Calloway s biggest focus should he securing
"We haven't even mentioned
an early lead, then resting the wounded sod weary for
it," he said. "But I know for him
next week's r".,C1t...8 ,
t etchup agatost Lor.e Ostk
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
What Fulton County needs to win' The Pilots hare
it's something that's real emoCalloway County wide receiver Hunter Seay surveys his options
as he
sge and athletic abitity but haven't been ithie to nye,
tional. This is a big game for us
attempts to elude the Paducah Tlighman defense last week. The Laker
come themselves thus tor th,* season 11 sounds elm
offense only.
because it's a district
pie hut mistake free football wilt go e lorig way
has tseen anemic, but four senior linemen are hampered by injuries.
game."

`D'

0.•

ensboro Apollo at
viess Co.

Homewming
is pers.onal for
Reidland's
Hedges

Calloway injuries continue to mount
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TIGER HOMECOMING 2009: REIDLAND AT MURRAY

Fields leads Tigers' championship hopes

K
ew,

DUNCAN: STAR LINEBACKER'S RETURN FROM INJ
URY WILL SOLIDIFY DEFENSE

emoree
Fields always
wanted to be
a running back.
The Murray senior got
his first chance in o.
seventh-grade game in
his
hometown
of
:Batesville, Miss.
ii wits a blowout and the

D

that solidifies always played safety
and I
our defense."
always played comer. Thia is the
The Ledger first year Bob and I have
ever
& Time3 sat been on the field togeth
er. Last
down with the season. be wasn't really
playing,
num
better so this is the first year we've
I•
known to his actually played together.
He's
teammates AS still young, but I tell him
never
Fields
"MOMO"
to be scared. Just because he's 5discuss
the foot-4 doesn't mean hc can't
injury, his family ties on the bring
the pain.
team and his hopes for the rest
1.11 Bob is two years younger
of the season.
than you. Did you ever think
LT: You were running up and you'd
get the chance to play
down the sidelines at Trigg with
him''
County last week, yelling at
DF: Honestly. I didn't. I'm
coach was giving his players a
•
4
your teammates and trying to glad I
get to play with him. I
chance to try out different posiget them fired up. How hard is it always
want to be a big brother
eions.
for you to miss this time as a to him,
an influence for him on
The first time Fields touched
senior?
the football field.
the ball. he carried it 30 yards
OF: It's really hard I. VC
LT: Do you have a favorite
for a touchdown.
never missed games with an memory
of your high school
That play didn't serve as the
N
injury: before. This is the fourth football
caraer so far?
big break he hoped it would,
straight game and it's my senior
DF:
Probably
however. It would be four years
the
year, so I'm frustrated a lot.
Madisonville game. I think
later before he would get a
"rain'
LT: Do you sce yourself as a they've been
coin toughest oppochance to play the position with
naming back or a linebacker nent. I hit
the quarterback and
regularity.
first?
made him fumble the ball and
When Matt Deese Wati forced
OF: I know if I'm not able to that was d big
to miss several games at the end
momentum swing
go on offense. I have Matt on their first
possession.
of last season due to injury,
4e11
0
1
Deese there and Brandon
LT: You guys are always
fields was the man coach Steve
(Wicks) there to pick me up. together
at soccer games and
'Duncan turned to.
Like coach said, I've got big volleyball
games. How close is
He didn't disappoint, averagshoes to fill when I can't play at this team?
ing 8.3 yards per carry and racklinebacker. I say• I'm basically a
DF: Basically the football
ing up 475 yards and six touchlinebacker.
team is always together. If we're
:downs on the season.
1.11 You started at defensive not with someb
ody from footHe came into the 2009 seaend last year anti made the tran- ball. somet
hing's wrong. It
son as one part of the threesition to linebacker this year. helps us
out a lot because we
:headed monster in Murray's
What was that transition like?
know when there's something
backfield, but has been forced
DF: I went from cornerback wrong with
someone, when they
to watch from the sidelines for
to defensive end to linebacker. I need help
with something, how
the past two weeks with a high
liked defensive end a lot. Then they feel
about a certain position
ankle sprain he suffered at
when he told me in the film because
we talk about those
Fulton County on Sept. 1 1.
room I was rnoving to line- things
when we're all together.
The Tigers miss Fields at
backer, I was shocked. I was
LT: After games. you all
running back. but where they
like. 'Oh goodness, what am I break
huddle and say "State
miss him more is on defense.
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray linebacker Demoree Fields
going to do?' Then I got out champs!"
celebrates atter forcing a fumble during the
How did that get startwhere he's a three-year starter,
first quarter of
there, found out I could play it, ed?
the Tigers' season-opener against Madis
onville. Fields injured his ankle three
having played cornerback,
weeks ago at
and did what I was supposed to.
Fulto
n
Count
y,
but
Duncan says his return will solidify Murra
DF: Last year we did a 7-on-7
defensive end and linebacker.
y's defense.
Everything's fallen into place.
tournament at Murray State. W'e state champ
He was Murray's leading
s. I say 'Yeah.' that's what really
LT: You're part of the pipeline said '1-2-3
got me moti- that something you guys
hard work!' and '1- Everybody on
tackler this season before the
think
the team vated. If someone's slacking
that apparently runs between 2-3 Tiger
in about'?
pride!' and coach believes.
injury.
Batesville and Murray. Talk Duncan
a
worko
ut,
I'm
going
to say
said we need to change
DF: think about it a lot. If
"You can replace a lot of
LT: Coach Duncan identifies something
about playing with your cousin this up a lide
to them. I'm going to we win district,
guys. but you can't replace his
bit, so we changed you as one of the leader
we have all
s of this bring up state champs.
Brandon Wicks and brother Bob it to '1-2-3
home games there. As a team.
state champs!' At the team. When do you
aggressiveness anti his ability to
feel
Fields.
like
you
LT: It's fun for the media and we take
time. nobody really believed the began to
be a tackler and get to !he ball,"
one game e a time. but
step into that role'?
DF: I aiways played on the state champ
fans to think about a thi7d-lound I do
s part. Now I've got
Duncan said. "When he gets
imagine us beating Fort
DF:
W'hen
coach
Duncan playoff game at Ty Holland
same team as Brandon growing freshmen
coming to me asking started telling us
Campbell and going to the state
back. he's going to be the thing
he believed we between undefeated
up in middle school football. He me if I
Murray anti championship game.
really believe we can be can svin the state
championship, undefeated Fort C'ampb
ell. Is
— Tommy Dillard
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Kickstading Kentucky
WILDCATS SEARCHING FOR WAYS TO 1UMPSTART OFFENSE
By WILL GRAVES
AP SpOTIS WrIttlf

%%I
s LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Randall
had seen enough.
. • Standing on the Kentucky sidelines following the worst quarter of football he'd
Cver experienced -- the Wildcats falling
'behind No. 1 Florida 31-0 — the sophomore wide receiver let loose with the kind
verbal tirade normally reserved for
ch Rich Brooks.
1:-I've never done that, I've felt like
I've
*s.
7itaver had to do that." Cobb
said.
;‹,liomething just came through to me and 1
'Mt like I had to say something."
"
Cobb's words may have come 15 mins too late, but the message was clear:
is cannot happen again.
se:"That's just something you don't want to
Vel a part of," he said."You don't want to be
s•
Menenibered as the team that got beat like
:kat:*
•;' The Wildcats (2-1. 0-1 Southeastern
N.
.
'ks
e.

Conference) have a chance to atone on
Saturday when they host No. 3 Alabama (4U, I -0), but know they can't afford to continue falling behind early.
Kentucky's woeful first quarter against
the Gators — when 12 offensive snaps netted minus-1 yard of total offense — is nothing new. The Wildcats have been outscored
139-44 in the opening stanza since the start
of the 2008 season.
The irony of Kentucky's troubles isn't
lost on Brooks. Whcn he first arrived on
campus the Wildcats had trouble finishing
giunes. That isn't the problem anymore —
Kentucky has a 224-137 sconng edge in the
second half over that same period — but
many of those points have been scored
while trying to play catchup.
Kentucky is 9-7 during that stretch,
respectable but not what Brooks knows it
could be if his team found a cure for its first
quarter woes.
"It doesn't take a math genius to figure
out if we're playing the first quarter even.

we'd base a prett) gOod reLord ti‘,efthose
last games. but we haven't," Brooks said.
Offensive head coach Joker Phillips,
like a lot of playcallers. has an opening
script he uses to get a feel for the opposing
defense. Each play isn't necessarily
designed to tum into a touchdown. Getting
a handful of yards — particularly on
first
down — would be a nice starting point.
"A lot of times you want to get all your
sets in over 9-10 plays while also trying to
advance the ball,- Phillips said.
Against good teams, it's not happening.
Consider Kentucky's first possessions
against the Gators. Two penalties pushed
the Wildcats back to their own 10. A sack,
a 4-yard
and an incompletion later
Kentucky was punting from its end zone
and the rout was on.
'The next three possessions followed a
similar pattern. By the time the Wildcats
took their 10th snap they trailed 24-0 and
the gatne plan was in tatters.

?..i Tigers
tlom Page 18
ncan would prefei to hold
out through next week's
'11 date.
.The Tigers sit atop the district
Z.:
;Ittith Heath, which defeated
lteidland 34-7 last week. And
lhough Murray. at a perfect 6-0,
is the prohibitive favorite to earn
•the district's No. 1 seed. Duncan
:looks at this week's standings as
anothing more than a first-place
fie.
Similar schemes
.
H , Both Duncan and Reidland
. coach Jon Hedges expect noth14 less than an old-fashioned
: smash mouth football game
Friday.. and for good reason.
' . Both
the
Tigers
and
Greyhounds run conservative
offenses centered around thc
ipower running game.
•" Reidland sophomore running
back Collin Spink is the
')-ledges• feature back anci the
Greyhounds' answei to Brandon
'Wicks.
L''' Over three wins prior to last
'Week's loss, Spink carried for
' l'60 yards per game and scored
six touchdowns.
After a 140-yard night last
vypek, Wicks now sits at 722
yards on the season.
It isn't any coincidence why
Hedges prefers the power running game — he was a big part
of it while playing under former

t
r

ID Ledger & Times
e firSt gUarter of
e weeKS ago at

; you guys think

about it a lot. If
ct, we have all
here. As a team,
[the 4. a t1MC, but
us beating Fort
going to the state
game.

i

coach Rick Fisher at Murray.
2009 1'GER STATS
"We ran that same kind of
Morey
104 66 40 61 — 271
offense when I was at Murray.
Opponents 14 32 0 26 High." he said. "It's nothing
tricky. We're just going to line
TEAM STATtSTICS
MHS
OPP
up and see if they can stop us
F,rsi Downs
88
95
and they'll do the same.
Rushes- Yards 231-1788 192-885
Passing Yards
Whoever is more physical will
247
474
Comp-Att.int
9-15-0 57.115-4
win the game."
Total Yards
2035
1359
Called out
Fumbles-Lost
7-3
23-14
Penalties-Yards 40-282
Murray's physicality may be
25-204
limited by the potential absence
of offensive linemen Lonnie
INCININAL STarlirCI
%Mese — Wicks 79-722 12TD, M.
Martin and Anthony Banderas.
DIMON
65-669 7TD, Buck 21-130 7TD,
Banderas injured his thigh at
D. Fields 19-117 TD. Duncan 17-84.
Trigg County and Martin is sufDavis 10-52. Lemus 5-51. Mellon 1-23
TO.
Heskett 4-22 TO B Fields 2-17,
fering from the flu.
Wilkams 1-3 TD. K Deese 6-2 TD.
Both are considered quesSmith 1-0
tionable for Friday. Against a
Pmewo — K. Deese 5-6-0 174 3TD. M.
Deese 1-1-0 55 TD Duncan 3-8-0 18
big Reidland front, that could
TD.
pose a problem.
1118:erVING — Langford 5-171 4TD,
"Our offensive line has got to
Smith 2-56 TD. Wicks 1-15, M_ Deese
rise to the occasion." Duncan
1-5.
said. "They're very good against
the run and they are bigger than will employ a similar technique
us. Everybody talks about us as Heath?
being big, but we've been play"If we attempt two (passes),
ing some teams just as btg as we'll double our number there,"
Duncan joked. "We're working
Reidland limited Heath's on our protection. We tried one
running game last week, but the Friday. but we didn't get it off. It
Pirates were able to torch the was a problem with our gaps and
Greyhounds through the air. hopefully we've corrected it."
Hedges' defense also made three
The Greyhounds are also
stands inside the 10-yard-line banged up and suffering from
against Fulton County. two the flu. Hedges says his team
weeks ago.
will miss four starters Friday
Any chance Murray. which night, one of which is star rundidn't attempt a pass last week, ning back and safety Carlos
Rayburn.

•Lakers

•-•
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From Page 1B
ready. You go from a four-year
Star tackle Grant Williams. starter to a freshman at tackle
2009 LAKER STATE
Calloway
23 41 13 2'
who has a Division I offer on the and you•re going to have some
96
Opponents 15 75 51 53 194
table from Memphis, tweaked fall off there."
his hamstring in the first quarter
Quarterback shuffle?
TEAM STATISTICS
CCHS
and joined fellow seniors Kyle
Willis took a series of snaps
OPP
First Downs
73
76
Crittendon, Nick Calhoon and at quarterback against Tilghman
Rushes- Yards
191-590 196-1224
- Logan Burks on the sidelines for last week and went 2-for-4 with
PSISSI.ig Yards
752
631
Comp-An-Int
60-124-6 34-74-4
the rest of the game.
one interception and 29 yards.
Total Yards
1342
1855
Cnttendon and Burks did see
Offseason speculation quesF urnbles-Lost
21-6
11-6
time on defense, but neither was tioned whether Willis would
Pena Ihes - Yards 46-403
41-337
healthy enough to consistently. receive the full-time nod at quarterback. but he hadn't seen time
play both ways.
ImiOnOvi11. Shinincs
Buskarci -The senior-laden line was under center until Friday.
86.448 6TD
Hargrove
15-129 TD. Treadway 14replaced by an inexperienced
According to McKeel, shift88, Greer 44-43. Seey 7 18. FnecInch
group consisting of a freshman. ing his star running back to
1,
1 Heppe 1-2
a sophomore. two juniors and quarterback is just another wrinPAS11002 — Greer 46-93-4 627 2TD
&mean 12-25-1 101, Willis 2-7-1 29
converted quarterback Jordan kle he can throw at opposing
— Starks 11-214 TO. Seay
defenses.
Burkeen.
16-209, Willis 12.145 Hargrove 3-94
The line was having a hard
The injuries help explain
TD, Heppe 10-47, Amoid 2-21, Cowen
Ffiday's second-half meltdown time opening gaps for Willis and
2-15, Krary 1+5).
which the Laker% blew a 12-3 putting him under center
1 lead and managed only 114 bypasses the middle man. they're not used to." McKeel
said. "They had to go to the
McKee! said.
1-Tards of offense for the game.
"We've got to find a way to spread and that's not their forte.
•1!.; Freshman quarterback Tyler
reer was a victim of Tilghman get him the football." he said. Hopefully we can exploit that,
Aktessure all night. completing "The quicker we get him the too."
Through
five
*1st 4 of his 13 passes.
ball, the more he can do with it.
games,
Even Tyrrell Willis struggled. (Tilghman) was liat:king man LaDev in Fair was Fulton
,kilanaging just 3.8 yards per coverage and bringing pressure County's leading rusher, carrylikrry and failing to reach the and putting him back there ing for an average of 90 yards
per game and 7.6 yards per carry.
t11/0-yard mark for the first time makes thcm spread out a little."
Leonard Smith and quarterPilot puzzler
season.
Fulton County continues to back Shun Udley also have mom
With six games under his
than 200 yards rushing on the
*am's belt, however. McKee! be somewhat of a mystery.
The Pilots have a crop of tal- season.
**t ready to panic.
Dectsions, decisions
"Obviously sitting here at 2-4 ented athletes, large linemen and
Division I prospects Willis
;41ith the expectations we had, senior leadership, yet they sit at
and Williams traveled to
e•re not very pleased." said 0-6 on the season.
Head coach James Bridges Lexington Saturday. to attend the
cKeel, who leads his team
ainst Fulton County in surpnsed Murray in week three Kentucky-Florida game at
when he forsook the spread Commonwealth Stadium.
ickmip on Friday.
Willis retains scholarship
"ThF guys know we're bat- offense for the wishbone. Since
ng injuries and they see the then, offensive production has offers from both Louisville and
Memphis while Williams has
taitential we have. What we fallen off.
Pair
Fulton County scored an been offered by Memphis.
krant to accomplisn is still in
According to McKee', neither
of us -- we've yet to play average of 20 points per game
over their first three contests and is leaning heavily in one direcidistrict ballgame."
J' A matchup against winless have managed just 12 over their tion.
"1}Trell was going back and
Iton County could be just last three. Class IA No. 1
at the doctor ordered. but Mayfield handed them a 51-0 forth (between Louisville and
Memphis). then he went up to
,/gIc Keel lists all four senior line- shutout loss last week.
Alen as questionable for Fnday
The Cardinals forced the Kentucky last week and saw that
Pilots back to the spread after atmosphere with Florida coming
Wight.
in there," McKeel said. "He
"Tit
. "Right now. we're taking the taking an early 21-0 lead.
"When you get a lead on a thought that was pretty neat.
!ftiindset that we're going to be
Austin Peay has also recently
:itithout them." hc said. "We've team that runs the wishbone,
got to get these young guys they
to do something expressed interest in both Willis
and Williams.

[
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Tones CDT
East OiviiiiiOn
W
L Pct GB
y-kiew Yon
102 57 642
—
z-Boston
91 67 57610 1/2
Tarnpa Bay
tI2 76 51919 1/2
Toronto
75 84 472
27
Banimore
60 96 38041 12
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detron
95 73 538
—
Minnesota
82 76 519
3
Chicago
77 82 484 8 1'2
Cleveland
65 93 411
20
Kansas Crty
65 94 40920 12
West DIvielon
W
L Pct GB
y-Loe Angeles
94 64 595
Texas
as 73 538
9
Seattle
82 76519
12
Oakland
75 83 475
19
y-clinched division
z-ctinched wed c.srd
Wednesday's Glows
Cleveland 5. Chicago While Sox 1 1st
garne
Kansas Gity 4 N Y Yankees 3
E'..otro: 7 Mnriesota 2
Tampa Bay 5 Bahimore 3
Toronto 12 Boston 0
Chicago Whrte Sox 1. Cleveland O. 2nd
giame
L A Angers 5 Texas 0
SeaMe 7 Oakiand
Thursday's Games
mmesota tS Bilker 14-9) at Detrort
IN Robertson 2.2) 12 05 p m
Texas (Mithrood 12-10) at L A Angels
LaCkey 11-5i 5.05 p m
Baltimore (Waters 0-0) al Tanitia Bay
(Garza 8-11). 6 08 p m
Cleveland IC Carrasco 0-3) at Boston
(LeSter 14-81. 6 10 p m
Oakland (Bre Anderson 11.10) at
Seattle (lister 2-4), 9 10 p m
Friday's Genies
Chicago WMte Sox (Peavy 2-0) at
Detrort IE Jackson 13-8) 6 05 p m
Toronto (Purcey 1.2) at Baltimore
(Benton 5-12i, 6 06 p m
Cleveland (Sowers 6-10) at Boston
IMatsuzaka 3-6). 6 10 p m
N Y Yankees (Sabathia 19-7) at Tarnoa
Bay (Pnce 9-7). 6 38 p m
Kansas Crty (DrNardo 0-2) at Minnesota
(Linanci 5-13). 7 10 m.
L A Angels (J.Saunders 15-7) al
Oakland (G Gonzalez 6-6) 9 05 p m
Texas (McCarthy 7-4) at Seattle (Snell
5-2). 9 10 p m

National Liiegue Standings
Art Times CDT
East Division
• •
W
L Pet GB
y-Phiaciegrua
92 66 582
Atlanta
88 72 544
8
Florida
85 74 535 7 1/2
New ynni
67 9242125 12
Wasrungior
55 103 348
37
Centrel DIV11111011
L Pct 08
.•
y-St Lours
90 68 570
Chicago
82 76 519
a
Mitivaukee
81 487
tS
Cinannali
76 82 481
14
Houston
73 85 462
t7
Prttsborgh
61 97 386
West Division
W
L Pct 08
x -Los Angeies
93 66 5EZ
—
Coiorado
90 68 570 2 12
San Francisco
85 73 538 7 12
San Diego
74 85 465
19
Arizona
68 90 43024 1/2
x-chnched plavon berth
y-clinched division
_
Wednesday's Games
Prttsburgh 4 Chicago Cubs O. 1st game
Wasrungton 7 N Y Mets 4
Philadelphia 10. Hckiston 3
Florida 5 Atlanta 4
Cincinnati 6. St Louis 1
Pktsborgh 8. Chicago Cubs 2. 2nd
game
C,olorado 10, Mearaukee 6
San Diego 5 L.4 Dodgers 0
San Francisco 4. Anzona 1
Thursday's Games
SI Louis (C Carpenter 164) at
Cincinnati 1K Wees 2-4). 11 35 a m
Milwaukee (M Parra 11-101 at Coiatado
(Cook 10-6). 2 10 p m
Anzona (Karen 14-91 at San Francisco
(Lincecurn 14-7i 2 45 p m
Houston (F Paukno 2-11) at
Philadelphia ICI Lee 7-3). 6.05 p m
Washington (Mock 3-10181 katanta
IHanson 11-4). 6. 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholrn 8-9) at Chicago,
Cubs (Sarnardzaa 1-3). 7 05 p m • ,
Friday's Gimes
Anzona (Buckner 3-6) at Chicago Outs
(Corzelanny 7-21, 1 .20 p m
Florida (VanclenHurk 2-2) al
Philadelphia Blanton 12-7) 6 05 p m
Houston (W Rodnguez 14-11) at N Y
triets (Maine 6-6). 6 10 p m
Prttsburgh (13 McCutchein 0-2) at
Cincinnati (Lehr 5-2), 6 10 p m
Washington (LI.Hemandez 8-121 at
Atlanta (D Lowe 15-9). 6-35 p m
MiNrainee ILooper 13-7) at St LOUIS
Walflwnged 19-8), 7 15 p.m
San Francisco (Zito 10-131 at San
Diego ;Correia 12-101, 9:05 p m
Colorado ,Jimeriez 14-12) at L A
Dodgers Mott 11-6) 910 p rr,

By MU Saab Infoneatlee
Murray State goiler Chris
Griffin was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Golfer of the
Week.
Griffin. a senior from
Paducah. nailed
down a 13th
place finish last
weekend when
the
Racers
played in the Sea
Trail UK HOOP ROUN
S
DUP
Intercollegiate
Gdffln
in Sunset Beach,
N.C.
He had rounds of 73-68-72 to
finish the two-day event at 214
(-2).
Although he played as an
individual and his score did not
count towards the team total, the
Murray State team was sixth
overall in a competitive field of
16 teams.
The Racers host their MSU
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — reports the line began fonmag
Invitational
Monday
and The cool temperatures don't
late Tuesday for the free tickeits
Tuesday. at the home of Racer
matter if you're true blue.
that will be distributed at 6 Lira
golf, Miller Memorial GC.
Kentucky fans are lined up Saturday. There's a limit
of tWo
outside Memorial Coliseum in tickets per person.
•
Lexington waiting for tickets to
The preseason scrimmak!:is
see Big Blue Madness under the first opportunity for fit.to
new coach John Calipari.
see the Wildcats take the coartat
Mineral Mound State Park
UK said Wednesday that it Rupp Amna since the forkler
at Eddyville will host the
was handing out control cards !Memphis coach took the
job:in
"Masters of the Mound Two-Man
due to the "unprecedented Lexington.
.•.
Scramble" Oct. 17-18. There will response and
•:overwhelming
Big
Blue
Madnes
s
is
sel•for
be an 8:30 a.m. shotgun start on
number of campers."
Oct. 16.
both days. The entry fee is $180
WKYT-TV in Lexington
per team with special rates available for Kentucky State Park

Cool temps
don't stop true
blue fans

SportsBriefs

2009 golf pass holders. The field
size is limited to the first 50 paid
entries. The entry fee includes
green fee and cart for both days,
lunch, hole prizes. team prizes
and reduced practice round fees
of 924.75. Call the park at 270388-3673 for more information
and registration.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
I
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The Farmer's Market
Is Moving!
Due to constniction at our
normal location the
Farmer's Market of
Murray/Calloway County
is moving to the parking lot of

Shriners Bingo Hall, in front of the fairgrounds
for the remainder of the season!

3380 121 North • Murray, KY

41I ...Thursday, October
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
twi Int insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray ledger & Times

be
responsible tor only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immedatery so correceons can
be mace
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010
Lope Wins
020
Notice
225
Personae
33c
Ftnimcpr
346
Romero. Menem
flet .are Ana Foyma
210 Rep Pentad
070 iseelleen Itenere
00) Delltessic 11 Childcare
100 Stseleees Opportunity
110
Selebterrics
{JO
Compolon
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Niels* Fro Sem
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1116
100
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lel
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IMO
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Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediatiely so corrections can
be made

lamed

Acted SorvIcs Rog
Are you outgoing ane customer-focused? Do
you enioy working with trte public? If you
answered yes to these questions, working for a
future State Farm Agent rr,ay be the career for
you, You will receive the necessary training
needed to pursue this opportunity.

1'1 NII•kl•
l'x I LI

,t

You will be hired by a temp agency for a penod
of up to 90 days to satisfactorily compete the
training and licensing. Once the licensing and
training is cumplete, you may be considered for
permanent employment with a State Farrn
Agent

21,

Backgroune drug screen and credit check will
be required

1

SkilleAbilrbes Self motivated, aberty to work in
a learn environment, ability to multi-task. ability
to make presentations to potential ctients
achieve mutually agreed upon marketing goals
Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-C
Murray, KV 42071

MIS

Britthaven of Benton is currentty accepting
applications tor the following position• RN
fult-tirne afternoon shift. We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed the State of Kentucky.
Appty In person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Win Street Hwy 841 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

-CM
-Tr aim

01E111111

•CALL

(170)348-4413

Old Black male
0otEtegrey face with
tielqoliar Has cancer.
Airy thin Lost around
licleeivood/Glendale
Fld 293-5785
LOST Set of keys at
food stamp parking lot
489-2059

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton
now has a full.
twee position for an
experienced cc.oleaide
few nureng home environment Must be
ablreto work days,
afternoons and weekends. Appiy in person
atBetthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
ttreet Benton. KY No
Phone calls please
E0E/AAE
SNOW Plow drivers
needed. Earn extra
money this winter.
This work is an on-call
as-needed
basis
depending on weather.
Claes B CDL required.
$15.00 per hour plus
incentives for dedicated dnvers. Paid training provided
Call
(270)247-1400
or
email melissaSIoul1901oodexcayating.c_om
YEC is an EOE

t

„.4.

DEADLINES

\

$8.50 olumn Inch,601 Discount Ind Run,
40'1 Discount 3rd Run.
1 All Ail. Mu., Run MM.', n Dau PrIll111 )
S3.35 per column inch extra for Monday 1Shopping Guide)
I 1

.1

Ffl. IL

Sat SIN
T

•1 r • .

$8.25 Fint Day - 20 words or less - Ovtr 20 words S.50
each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per
day.
.3 35 extra for Smart'
,aver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Sayer

POI*
NW.

nes pror
1E0 2 Ret
rOom. bo
tral heat ;

Fru*
iisspokimptim.r.s.iiigiigraiair.seedrt.
4111%.
,
91,-4111Willitzriaa 4.41r ..liegTmw,

mai

O Supplies

NOW
hiring
The
Crossroads in Hardin,
KY. Servers, cashiers,
hostess, dishwasher,
cooks and prep cooks
Must be friendly, outgoing and able to work
weekends. Come by
between 7am-5prn for
application.

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-191.1

TO
*RIM( TOW(
AKRT TOPAY

I rI

S

aft Tins 1X1

TRMurray Ledger &
Titres considers its
sources reliable, but
iriaccuracies do occur.
Readers using Mis
1r/formation do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
corripanies mentioned
herein are believed to
be • :reputable, The
telLittly
Ledger
&
Tlrees. nor any of its
e.moloyees accept any
responsibility whatsoever 70f thetr activities.

PION SIM
Property
Lob Per NM
Leis Fet Rani
Firm kr IWO
A.{{vole
Name Fo
14Plencycles •ry.
480
Moo P.M
486 loon Miley mewl.
490
Peed Con
403
Mins
303
Peed trtnitt
St
:
,
Campers
IN
Boots 6 Weal
SW
tempo Mona
SOO
Fros Column
370
tobecco Supplies

Happy gtrthday

Notice

7•• t../ r{

11210
181
ON
441
460
466
40

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department
at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morri
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. -- Offic
s
e Flours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1
927

320

1'1 '\

Fenn Equipment
/teeny Equipment
Sports Eesetneent
Flreerood
Musket
liable Home Lase For Ws
•Imeno• For Soft
Motels Rents@ Fo• Rent
ellbede Mome Lots For Merle
lhoorome 144nome
Apenments Fie Rom
Rooms For Rent
Mouses For Rem
Stomp Ronters
Commernel Property
Pote Supplies
Lrvettost II Upon.
Pubk Sete
Lone fo. Rom o{ Lone

04).... CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Britthaven of Benton now has a full-time
position for an experienced aide/cook
for nursing home environment
Must be able to worh days,
afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2007 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOE/AAE
DO you love worIcIng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apvly atWee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
1270)753-5227

IMMEDIATE Full-time
receptionist Excellent
, people, phone, computer & typing skills
and able to leam new
sofhvare applications.
Mail resumes to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray.
KY 42071

PADUCAH
Real
Estate
96hr licensing class
begins 9-28 Days or
nights 10-1 Late registration up to Oct 31
Debit/credit
card
accepted, Ezy payment plan 270-2230789
deloiseadams0yahoo
com
PECO Products hinng
all positions send
resume to infoOpecoproducts.com PO Box
363, M.urray.
PREMIER Motors is
hinng a part-time lot
attendant responsible
tor lot inventory. computer entry and various office duties
Apply in person at 537
Brewers Hwy Hardin
KY.
S
T
A
F
F
Accountant/CPA - successful CPA Sun offering competitive salary.
4 day work week. 2yrs.
public
accountinn
expenence and BS in
accounting required.
Email resume confidentially
tc
juke0sacora corn

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR?
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806
OFFICE rental property
cleaning
References available
227-6535
STAY at home mother
of 2 is available full oi
part-time
hourS.
Availability is from
6am-9pm. Mon -Sat
Children ages infancy
to pre-k. Reasonable
Rates! 270-293-0374.
270-978-5194

MDM COMPUTERS
ServicalSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Country Metals
& Building
Supplies
.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 s.

murray

Wil w/Guitar Rock
Hero and many other
games Less than lyr
old with very minimal
use. $250. Black eon
sofa tabie ( tall w/glass
topi, $150
Electric treadmill. digital with inclines and
weights, $200
Black iron large cornar
3 tier plant stand $50
978-6090

sin APPLIANCES
WAND ELKINS

(210)753 1713
Hoene Furnishings
TOP quality
consignment fumiture,
accessones and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
-11Al0 bedroom suites.
dining roorr table/
charrs. recliner. washer, dryer. All in excellent conditon.
270-293-5670

121
John
Deere
tow
behind yard sweeper
$150
Briggs
&
Stratt,n 5 HP chipper/shredder
$250
270-767-0438

555-B Ford Backhoe
Extend-a-Hoe. 1985
S8000 Firm 293-3232
Fireatail

2,0
AW* Names For Sale

L

14 X 56) 281,1 Home
and Lot on State Line.
Rd., Crossland
($12.500)
Contact Broker &
Owner
Mike Conley
270.293.3232

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Must have ownautomobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance..Six day per
week delivery. Interested perSonS should
. come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Appliances included. No PETS!

TOTAL GYM as seen
on TV. real work out
Lamp. antique stained
glass New Estebain
gutter with instruction
DVD s
270-705-8208

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Taking Applications tor
, County Route Carrier For.
The Murray Ledger & Times

270-767-9111
Speciali7ing in newly. built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer, trash & Cable TV included

(270)970-7084

Firewood 293-2487.
Want to Buy

www.murrayky apartments.com

•{ ,•

ATM( ,
SELECTION

14X58 2BR $300
month $300 deoosu
12.60 2BR $200
month $200 deposit
KY Lake Patterson
Point area 436-6280
LARGE 3BR
753-8012.

$295

Fallon, I
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1,253 Bedroom
753-0606

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4T11 ST.
Comer {{1' 121 S (devgialk.
$25 10x15
(270) 436-2524
(2711) 293-6906

320
Apertinents For Rent

Aortnents For Not
2BR Duplex. C/N/A.
all appliances, newty
remodeied. )003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR,
refrigerator
stove No pets 204 S
Ilth St 5400 monthly
767 9037
Callowin Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Chuguid Drive
Morn). KY 42071
One and Teo
Bedroom Apartment{
270-753-833e
TDD 14100-545.111t3
Ext. 283

tir

Equal opportuorty

GFIEAT
apartment
close to MSU. Quiet
neighborhood
2BR,
1BA. w/d included, no
pets 5400,mc Deposit
& lea% required
293-587 1
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances.
water, sewer, trash
electric included
1550/rno.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3E1R apt.
newly remodeled on
campus. C/RA W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SHARP 2BR, 1BA,
duplex. stove. refrigerator, washer & dryer 5
minutes North 641
$350 rent & deposit
293-3761
111114alir XeartiiiiritY

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St 759-2282 Hearing
impaired only 1-80°648-6056
Equal
Housing Opt,01 Way

VERY Nice Large.
2-Bedroom. 2-Bath
Dupree completely
remodeled, centralheat/air. washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, great location
no pets.
non-smoking
$650 00/month. one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.
VERY Nice. 2Bedroom. 1-Eiath
Duplex. centralheat/air, washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, great location.
no pets.
non-smoking.
$600.00/month. one
year lease, deposrt
and references
required 753-5719

KELLY FARMS
For Sate
Wheat Straw baies
10 or more
S2.00 a bale.
Square & round
bales. horse quality.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
eSecunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Cell: 293-6755
Nights: 753-8697

Solid wah
wood cuff
table and

GARAGE SALE
128
WRATHER RD
NORTH 641 OFF

370
oromerclail ProP.
For Sale
1440 sq ft bldg for
lease Great location
has gas heat
978-0402
4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building in Downtown
Murray. For more
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at SBG Real Property
Professionals at 270753-9999 x111.
5+ commercial acres
next to Walmart on
641 7533949
PROFESSIONAL
office space for teaso
Appx 1 500 sq ft
978-0102

FLINT RD
FRIDAY
8-1

2-BEDROOM. 2-Bath
House, completely
remodeled, centralheal/air, washer/dryer
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets, non-smoking,
$700.30/month, one
year lease, deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.
2BR, 4444 Radio
Road $350. no pets
753-8582 227-1935
NICE 2BR, carport,
4m1. N. of Murray.
Leese & deposit
required
NonSmoking. No pots.
Evening 759-1204

A5F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

All dxes to
fit our needs
Located by
Provo radio station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270)293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-E

\1111(

(11.1 •
1111txt,1

_J

MINIATURE
Dachshunds 3 male
black & tan. 1 female
sable,
1st
shots
wormed, $150
(719) 688-3947
REGISTERED small
Maltese and Poodles
270-489-2761.
270-519-4472
YORKIE puppies ACA
registered.
Home
raised, vet checked,
shots up-to-date. Tiny
girl. $500. Little boy.
$400. 436-5508.
293-5508.

- 14H III
to
-‘111-1 I s I Vs,. 411
XII KR 11.4 01
270- 193-7,214

270Quarter horse gelding.
not tor beginners
Make offer 373-8246

Check us out on the hb!
NEIMI BEACH
111141 STORAGE
Ail ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
307 S. 13TH ST
FRIDAY
7:00-7
Men & women large
& plus size clothing,
shoes, purses, Jewelry. fax machine,
walker, potty chair.
rnany more Items
Stop by & see

YARD SALE
308 WILKINS RD
94 TO 280
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

HORS,'
11.4) 1,RDINt.
,

machine b,

drop leaf tt
queen bed,

Peace Be 5
jugs and ct
ohina, half
pink & gre
es, hobnail

pots & pan
Phyfe table
single shot.

listed. Tem
iitiction. Re
noon. Any
apd lead ha
aliction as
oontract.
Terms: 15rA
30 days. Nr
For informi

MOVING SALE
3 ROBINS CT
FRIDAY
6:00-6:00
Pool table, foosball.
pingpong conversion, equipment
included, drum set.
canopy lamp, desks,
bicycles, foyer
tables. basketball
goal, etc.

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FREE Golden Shethe
free to good home
Shots & neutered. 270978-6404.

OR PASO

trunks, op
secretary, i

of old quil
painted vat

YARD SALE
279 OLD
LOVERS LANE
641 N TO 464 LEFT
TO STOP SIGN.
TURN RIGHT l'O
HOPKINS RD RIGHT
SECOND RD ON
LEFT
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
11:00-7
Garden tiller tools
toys collecbbles
much more

Commercati building
for sale or lease. High
traffic. Great visibility
978-0402.
COMMERCIAL building, 30x40. C/H/A. low
utility bill, water &
sanation
included.
753-6106. 753-3258.
380
Psts Suppliee
I

high chair.
twin bed,
desk, penc

piano,

Yard tractor, dual
Barbequa grill,
household goods,
collectble comtc
books

Mounts For Raid
254 Bedroom houses
ease & denosit
required 753-4109

1614 Rea
Real Ests
prior to I'
hazards.
tion walla
of purchie
ble for aci
ing.

Antique silver 7pc
tea & coffee set,
power washer.
antique sewing
machine. table & 4
chairs. coffee 8. end
table, bedspread

YARD
S-ALES
CONTINOE.D
ON NEXTPAGE

100 YEAR OLD ESTATE
YARD SALE
At the home of Helen Orene
Newsome
1/2 MILE EAST OF GOLO
ON
MT. OLIVE CHURCH RD.
Golo is located on KY 564 about
8 miles East of Mayfield, KY about
10 miles west of Murray
SAT OCT 3
9 00AM

:":

YARD S
:314 N. TI
: FRIDA'
SATUR
OCT 2
7:00AM-2
Daisy coil,
:comforters
knick-kni
ladies cloth
medium, I
dishe

MOVING
31E

WOODL
MURF
FRID
OCT.:
7AM-12f
PIctures, CI
decoranoi
tots
misceller
item
BIG GAF
SAL
4015 MU
PARIS
FRIDA
SATUR
OCT 2
7AM-5
Lamps, dist
of diffemt I
bed comf
baby iterr
- much to rt
GARAGE
575 SIS
BAY EST
RO OF
PARIS LA
ARE
FRIDA
SATUR
Retngeratc
swing baby
snwing macl
hcial tri
microwave,
loads
househok

edger & Times

slurra) Ledger & limes

CIASSIFIEDS

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION
The Maxey Family Property
1612 & 1614 West Main Street, Murra
y, KY
a

fir

- 11 Ull
Ffl. 11 UL
-..

v

--Ii01151;d1
-

I pit

-PIS 11 LAI
-P11/. 1 1)./11.

MIRO. IITIIITI
TRACT 1 - Commercial

This property. is located less than one block
! ::1 the MSU campus
1012 Real Property: 2 bedroom, 2 bath, brk.k
home, large living
room, bonus room. utility room. eat-in
kitchen. 2 car garage. central heat and air. cedar lined closets.

For Sale
mt Straw bales
10 or more
;2 00 a bale
ivare & round
s, horse duality.

ill: 293-6755
hts: 753-8697

3
Yid Salo

RAGE SALE
128
lATHER RD
1TH 641 OFF
FLINT RD
FRIDAY
8-1
d tractor, dual

trbeoue grill,
sehold goods,
ectible comic
books

YARD SALE
279 OLD
3VERS LANE
N TO 464 LEFT
)STOP SIGN.
RN RIGHT TO
KINS RD RIGHT,
CON° RD. ON
LEFT.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-7
den tiller, tools
s. collectibles
nu& more

PIING SALE
ROBINS CT
RIDAY
6:00-6:00
table, focsball,
pong con ver1. equipment
Jed, drum set.
ly lamp, dosks
ycles, foyer
is. basketball
goal, etc.

3 PARTY
IRO SALE
S. 13TH ST
FRIDAY
7:00-7
women large
size clothing,
, purses. iewfax machine,
ir. potty chair
, more items
by di see

RO SALE
NILKINS RD
it TO 280
iuRSDAY,
RIDAY
)TURDAY
7:00-7
Je sliver 7pc.
coffee set.
er washer,
lite sewing
ne table & 4
coffee & end
bedspread

1TE

Newsome
.0 ON

RD.

CY about
ray

*Reach OW I ONNICIG
readers wrth one car
Cortact the doweled
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for onty $250

1
1
- -

Building currently known
as Space Haven - Climate

1614 Real Property: 4 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment building.
Real Estate offered separate and in combina
tion. Any. house built
prior to 1978 may contain lead based paint
and lead based paint
hazards. Make your inspections prior to auction
as a post inspection waiver win be a part of the sales contract
. Terms: 15% down
of purchase price day of auction balance in 30
days. Not responsible for accidents. Watch up coming ads for
personal propeny listing.

PERSONAL PROPERTY:
Solid walnut dresser with wish bone mirror side
poc:kets and
wood cuff pulls. nice computer desk, maple
dresser, nice dining
table arid 6 chairs, china cabinet, treadle sewing
machine. wood
high chair, 4 drawer chest, stack twin beds with
mattresses. other
twin bed, old chifferobe, lamp tables. oak dresser,
nice knee hole
desk, pencil post bed, old Columbia stereo with
turn table. fancy
trunks. open face hutch. nice pictures and frames.
maple ladies
secretary, electric keyboard. lift chair, wrought iron
sewing
machine base, kerosene lamps. table lamps, floor lamps,
nice
piano. sofa, heart shaped lamp table. rockers. quilt
rack, large lot
of old quilts, metal 4 drawer chest, oak bed, lingerie
chest. hand
painted vanity lamps, Dixie 3 pcs bedroom suite. cedar
chest.
drop leaf table with drawer. ladies hats. cane bottom
chairs, brass
queen bed. glass door cabinet, oak glass door comer
cabinet,
Peace Be Still by Ken Holland, musical boxes. figurine
s, stone
jugs and chums. wood magazine rack, old radio,
old glass and
china, half pint Murray Milk bottle, porcelain dolls,
other dolls,
pink & green depression glass, old reels. shop tools
and wrenches. hobnail pole lamp. antique floor sanding machine
. step ladder,
pots & pans, small kitchen appliances. 2 harp shaped
Duncan
Phyfe tables. lever action BB gun, Springfield model
15 rifle 22
single shot. Remington 22 rifle model 514. Other
items not
listed_ Terms on personal property: Complete settleme
nt day of
4uction. Real Estate offered separate and in combina
tion at 12:00
noon. Any house built prior to 1978 may ccmtain
lead based paint
a;rid lead based paint hazards. Make your inspecti
ons prior to
aiction as a post inspection waiver will be a part
of the sales
oontract.
Terms: 15% down of purchase price day of auction.
balance in
30 days. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch availabl
e.
For information and your entire auction needs contact:
Dan kWh %to tionei and )issocialc 2'0-13
54144
I ).ireelf
li
ilnd ks%ot tali -211/-4-.4544:20
I i I:, I).
aittl Itit tionver 2'11-761-9223

Controlled
Storage
Facilities!!! w/50 Storage 111111milibm....
Units. Office Spaces,
Large Meeting Facility w/Separate Entrance Zit Bath Also
Large Area for
Expansion/Storage. Only 2 Blocks from the Court
Square in Murray.. KY
TRACT II - Well Maintained 2 Bedroom
sirvir
Home located at 1317 Vine Street.
Murray, KY. Currently rented. Just off
Hwy. 641 and only blocks from the
University.

T., -

TRACT III - Country Living - Just a cou
ple of nules fmm Murray at 157 Almo
4 aglir
Rd . Alm°, KY. 3 Bedroom Brick House
w/Mature Shade.just off 641 close to new
Hwy. 80 - LOCATION - LOCATION LOCATION!
TRACT IV - 6.8 Acres in Marshall Co. Just off Highway 402
& Hwy. 68.
L.ocated at 4777 Olive C7reek Rd., Benton. KY Wooded &
Remote. Close
to Lalce & Boat Ramp.

JUR I
I

,
d )11
1.11.1111l

/.11.(111111
JIM

il
YARD SALE
314 N. TrH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
OCT 2 & 3
7:00AM-2:00PM
Daisy collection,
comforters, rugs,
knick-knacks.
iladies clothes size
medium, beads.
dis-heS

MOVING SALE
316
WOODLAWN
MURRAY
FRIDAY
OCT. 2ND
7AM-12NOON
Pictures, Christmas
decorations and
lots of
miscellaneous
items

BIG GARAGE
SALE
4015 MURRAY
PARIS RD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
OCT 2 & 3
7AM-5PM
t amps, dishes, toys
of dlffernt kinds, 2
bed comforters,
; baby items, too
much to mention
GARAGE SALE
575 SWAN
BAY ESTATES
RD OF HWY lig
PARIS LANDING
AREA
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
ReIngerator baby
swing baby clothes
sewing machine. art,
haat trees.
microwave, go-cart
loads of
household items

GARAGE SALE
Corner Hwy 80
E. & 695
Todd Rd S.
Fri & Sat
7AM-4PM
Honda 150
motorcycle,
furniture & decor
glassware &
trinkets, teen girls &
adult clothing etc

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing A,1 %once
411 teal estate advertised herein
is gabled to the Federal Fair
Housing act, which nukes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation is discnrnina.
lion based on rare, coke,
wra handicap familial ytatus or national (inept intennon to make an such preferences, limitations'or discninina
non

State law, Rebid chscnmination
in the sak, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on !actor, m
addihon to those protected
older federal law
We will Imovnngly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is root in rulahon 4the !:is All
persom are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opptslunits' hams
For farther assistance iuth Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %tam M3)48-1000

OW. •10••••
0.•Oaryorry

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
cOuld

be yours

for ONLY S85

per mobth._
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1016

Lakr

Proporty

CONSIMICIIIIII 11011111111111111117, 111111110ES
-.
K3oRD F7(X)
Dump Truck

CASE 580L Series II
Loader Backhoe. OROPS.

(3)DODGE Pickups
2003 GMC Pickup

Extend-a- hoe

12' LOAD
TRAIL Dump
Trailer
12- Single
Axle Trailer

TOOLS
Dewalt Compound Miter Saws. 10-12- w/Stand • Dew alt DnIls
- Electric
& Cordless • Dewalt Screw Guns • Dewalt Chop Saw • Dewalt
Planer •
Dewalt Reciprocating Saws. Circular. Jig • Dewalt Hanuner DnI1
& HD
Dnlls • Han Nailer Set • Concrete Saw • Lincoln Mig Welder
• Hitachi
Air Nailer. Table Saw • Makita Gnnder, Recip. Saw • Router
& Miter
Saw • (5) Paslode Framing & Finish Nailers w/Charger &
Battery. •
Porter Cable Portable Air Compressor • Greco M150 & MI70
Paint
Sprayer • Pressure Washer • 5000 W'att Generator • 8 Scaffold
ing Sets •
15+ Werner Ladders. Fiberglass & Aluminum • 2 Aluminu
m Walk
Boards • Gas Powered Post Hole Auger • (2) Transits w/Tnpod
s &
Leveling Rods
Lots of Hand Tools, Specialty Tools. Building Matenals &
Supplies to be
sold in Lots!!!
TERMS ON EQUIPMENT & TOOLS: Cash or Check day or sale
NO DEBIT OR CREDI I
CARDS. All annnursements day ol yak take precedence over any preyeouy advenmeme
nty
orsysis J. 110111111 - AUCTIONS:RIR
Itolr BUNCH - MICTIONIZRANZAL ESTATE snow=
ee.

L.

•(X Sem 1711
Map. KY •2111•411

rm. or. • /0•1

"I ROY • Y•13

"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"
(2701376
-2992 (2701748-80iS0 (270) 748 5527
unusebauschbrosasactionrealty.com

New 2-4
Bedroom bonus in
Itiverlicid Estates.
SIIG god

TRULY'A FANCY FARM!!
Sat. Oct. 3n1, AR 10:00
RR.
MarsHIspganses
542 Illggerm Rd - Now Fancy Fenn, K'Y

From The East Edge Of Fancy Farm
Along Hwy 80 Near •Chek Mart" Take
Hig•ins Ftd South 1/2 Mile!

Sat Oct trtth
LOG CABIN & 2AC
Only
$69.900

1 1.000-SO.FT home
in country. 6BR. 6BA.
indoor poot, gymnasium. (26' tall ceiling).
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks, 5 acres

up to 90acres
559-2032

38R located in Hazel.
2 acres with double
garage Ac ;elating
sealed bids until
October 10th. Seller
has the right to refuse
all bids. 767-4222
P.0 Box 1300 Murray,
KY

ENERGY saving new
home. 2244 sq.ft.
under roof, 3BR, 2BA,
(cath ceilings). 2 car
garage, concrete drive.
patio 8 front porch, no
city taxes. $8,000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781, 5592032
NEW 4BR. 2BA. 2120
sq ft located at
Brookside Lane
Accepting sealed bids
October 10th
Seller has the nght to
refuse all bids
767-4222 PO Box
1300 Murray KY

security. great benefits. Clayton Double
wide
paid training, 30 days with Air, Must
Sell
vacation/ yr, trivet Call Owner may finance and
Mon-Fn (800)282-1384 move to your lot. 270•SECURITY.
Gain 678-2460

operated
270-978-5,555
L&Nti '

. LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Mani,urine.
.I Andra aiming at,
tem VAIUUTIlila
iv..1101.101911 guaranteed
754-1816 2274811

Wassisarou country Illosite And Setting
Oa 11.11 Acres • Wall Kept Banos DoWdboya
Brice /Mote WIN 3 Beireomme • 2 IWO
Ladras
AorsOir, Mar Walkway, flawabs,
Ainorkey Sem
Owls Ildlag
Valadavabla Ilessadatal Ina Peones Awl
Alter Plea Willa Panalial Weal Sopport
Sulldlope That Tom NAM See To Appredala-A Drown Setting it itrirtwo Ctirtityt

wl FREE Boat Slips!

460
Homes For Saki

HELP WANTED
MOBILE HOMES
-GOVT JOBS HS grads •Mooile Home For Sale
ages 17-34 Financia! Clean
3
BOOFOOM

jarnesrcash.coni For A Video Tour
Trait 2 -13 Aires IOW Fens Owl Maw IN
Train 3 -11 kris Fer The Nem•hose
Trent 4 - 82 Mem Fano Lase "Peet Like
WU Awes IN The Property Are le CRP
Mk Amami Paymats Of WOE/TM
ALJG-TICSIV 1-11G1-1L.R31-CTS
Ford 5600 Dsl Tractor With Dunham OT Loader.
Bought New By The Higgins In 1978, Only 626
Hours!• Ford 3 Btm Plow • Burch 10' Wheel Disc
14 15, 16 inch
• Bush Hog 3 Pt 6. Cutter • 4 WhFarm Wagon • 2
Starting "at 520
Row Culti • PTO Post Hole Dogger • 3 Pt Sub
Soder • 3 PT Adi Blades • 8' Curti Packer Roller •
mounted
3 P1 Barrel Sprayer • Tractor PTO Seeder • Cattie
Feeders - Troughs - Head Gates • Team Dump
Rake • Very Nice 1 Horse Buggy arlBrakes •
Excellent Team Wagon w/Seat • Horse Drawn
490
Tools • 3 Horse Riding Plow • 2 Axle 16' Ekimper
Hitch Trailer • 10' & 6 Single Axle Bumper Hitch
Used Cara
Trailers • 500 Gal Skid Fuel Tank w/Electric Pump
• 100 Gal Upnght Fuel Tank • JD LX 288 Riding
1991 Ford Escort Mower • Upright 60 Gai Air Compres
sor • '81
Pony. 2 door. rnanua Camaro Car, 350 Engine, Stored in The Garage,
Front Damaged- Parts For Repair Are There •
transmission, $450
Hand Tools • Yard Tools • Flabbit Cages • New
270-767-0438
Chest On Chest Tool Box • Jacks • Wheelbarrows
• Fence Post • Agn Fab Trailer • Fish Cooker •
Hornet Nests • Jon Boat • Fishing Poles • New
yens
Otter Kayak • Paddle Boat• Cross Bow Lots And
Lots Of Barn Miscellaneous - Sc Much More
From -The Home And Yard
93 Full size Ford van
Antique Sofa • French Style Loveseat • Roll Top
looks good. well maleDesk • Antique Oak Refrigerator • Oak Book
Case • Oak Hall Tree• Like New Sofa • Recliners
tained, runs great.
•
Large Omate Foyer Entrance Table w/Ornate
Chateau package. 4
Gold Mirror • Cherry Dressing Table wi Stool •
Captains chairs &
Antique Meta! Baby Bed • Antique Hi Chairs •
seats. $1,500 753Antique China/Curio Cabinet • Antique 4 Drawer
6487 before 9:00 p.m.
Chest • Antique Dresser • Antique Square Top
Table • Whirlpool Chest Freezer • Refrigerator •
Table w/4 Chairs • Many UK Collectibles • Many
Large & Small Concrete Yard Ornaments Animals, Figures. Urns. Benches • Large
Concrete Fountain • Large Wood Seasonal Yard
2000 Coachman 5th Decorations • Aladdin Lamps • Collector
s Plates
wheel. w/sficie. extra • Lots Of Lawn Furniture,• Hand Made Miniature
nice. 270-753-2289. Houses • Childs JD 12 Volt Gator • Childs JD
Peddle Tractor & Wagon The List Goes On And
270-293-2176.
On Two Very Nice Gazebos
COMPLFTE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!,
98 Gull Stream Sun
Voyager motor home.
34ft. 40k miles. 1211
slide out.
7.4,5 AUCTIONEER 4 REAL ESTATE BF1OKER
270-527-1888.

USED TIRES

Con 753-S606

171

JAIVIIES R. CASH

slit

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466

SCRIBE TCYDAYT
630.00 3 months- carrier delivery 753-1916

YOUR AD
'COULD RE

HERE IFOIR •
ONCY S75..00'
•A
CALL 753-1916
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodeong
•Additions
•Decks
•Porches
•Pole Bams
•Laminate Floors
*Tile
•Mobile Home-Repair
•Rool-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electzic
Since 1986
24 noun sanvsca
Res Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Hauling
Clean out
garages, gutters. iunk
& tree work.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
sturnp grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

taw tillommit

PARTS

TR k‘ IS
.NSI)11
1%01141:

0 Milt/

11.1obeu
MN% I R. `I% is

2711-753-2279
BRICK & Block iayer
available
270-252
0667
Custom bulldozing
and trackhoe work.
land (leering.
underbrushing. ponds.
lakes and waterways
Free estimates
Gere Park.,
293-1006
763-5638
evenings teave
message

CUSTOM BULLDOZING

.tand-clearr,c,
sUndertirushing •Ponas
stases MegaieNsays
Free EsIonate‘
Greg Rerifroe

213-0371

Tree
esti-

Service
Free
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

739-115111
'53-1537

AAFFORDABLE

.0xerr &
ainaludiallarty
Swim A Repair
~IA "

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

YEARRY'S

436-5141

WAGS '
DOOR -

APPLIANCE REPAIR

SERVICE

‘ti1111.‘1.1.

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Sennce. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-8377

*FREE tuition for CIXJ:
Class-A training- Yela.:
must be LAID OFF.'
Collecting
Unemployment
or
exhausted Denefes and
meet employment tering policy lo qualify.
Financing
options/
tuition reimbursement
also available TRUCA
AMERICA TRAINING .
866-24-4 3644

Mewl

753-9562
Pa% hut
.

*Flatbed Company 8.
0/0 Drivers Needed
CPO must have own
trailer and equipment
Excellent
Pay
&
Benefits,
Home
Weekends,
Low
Deadhead Miles Call
M-F 8AM-5PM. 800-'
525-3383 ext. 106. Or
App;z
Online
A.
wwwttexpress com 7::'

PET/PET SUPPLIES

DRYWALL repair &
painting Free estimates. 270-873-9916

\

•DriversMiles
&
Freight' Positions avail.
able ASAP! COL-A
with tanker required
Top pay Premium bent
efits and MUCH MORE!
Cali Of visit us online.
7 7 - 4 8 4 306 1
www.oakieytransportc
om

*Happy
Jack
Fiea
Beacon: Controls fleas
in the home without
expensive pesticides,
Results overnight, At
Southern
States
www napprack inc.corn

=
:ftilliTPS0711TrErifilirri
$15
up Wirt mow
:ABSOLUTE AUCTION) awns& Adult
owned &

UNBELIEVABLE
Log Cabin Sale

Ready to finish log
cabin 8 2 acres abut
ting wildlife park at
160,000 acre recre
ational lake
in KY. Excellent
financing. Call now
1-800-704-3154 x
3259 kylakesale com

AN

Skiffs on the job. Grier()
pay. benefits, 30 days
vacation/ yr. No exp
needed HS grads ages
17-34. Call Mon-Fri
(800)282-1384

BUNTC/I BIROS. AUCTIONT
ik REALTY CO.

TRUCK DRIVERS

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
866-28°•Restaurant TRAINING
Equipment- Great cixi- 5836
ddion Impenal double
MEDICAL HELP
stack oven, Vulcan gas
WANTED
6
burner
range.
Masterbilt
walkan •Ky Hearth Training:
freezer Kolpak walk-in Nurse Aide Training.
refrigerator Manitowoc Phlebotomy training.
8
icemaker, dishwasher, Lexington
Day,
Star GNI and True 3 Georgetown
door
deli
cases Night Weekend classFreezer and 3-door es 859-963-2901. 888refrigerator_
Contact 2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8
www nurseaidetrainingLori An 270-646-0075
center corn
*SAWMILLS
FROM
mascELLANEous
ONLY
$2,990 00-Convert your LOGS TO *Receive
$100
in
VALUABLE LUMBER Grocenes, Real Relief
wrtil your own Norwood program helping people
portable oand saynnilt lust kke you!
Pay only
Log skidders also avail- $4 90 for your
grocery
able
norwood- voucher Use on your
sawrrills.com/300n favorite
brands!
Free information 1- Consumer Advocate
800-578-1 363-Ext300- Response introduct
ory
price- 800-562-4614

TERMS ON REAL ESTATE. Ilrri Do.n day of sale Latinate due yy ithin N/ die, upon
del,
ery or deed Prtmerty yells in AS-IS Condition Rem, and taxes will be
prorated day of ,i,,,
mg Po....ession at cloying

Pills

&NG GOODS
•STAY AND PLAY at
one of Kentucky s top
golf courses Ch•rry
Blossom Georgetown
Call
502-570-9489
about Stay and Play
including
furnished
townhome golf for tour

16881349-5387

FOR SALE

TRACT V - 11.9 Acres in Marshall Co. Located at 4777 Olive
Creek Rd .
Benton. KY. Adjoining TRACT IV. TRACTS IV imd V will
be offered
separately and/or in combination.

_

SPORTING/SPORT

•AIRLINES ARE HIR
ING Train for Nub payAviation
Maintenance Career
FAA approved program
Financiai aid it qua',
hed- Housing Available
CALL Ainabon institute
of
Maintenance

*ATTEND COLLEGE
HELP WANTED
ONLINE from Home
•BIH
Trucking
'Medical. 'Business.
Company
Driver
'Paralegal
'Accounting. 'Criminal Trainees Needed! No
Justice Job placement CDL- NO PROBLEM'
Eam up to $900/ week
assistance Computer
Company
endorsed
available Financial Aid
Job
if qualified Call 866- CDL Training
assistance
Financial
4 6 0
9 7 6 5
BUILDINGS
888-790www CenturaOnime co assistance
5539
•HUGE SAVINGS on
Steel Arch Buodings,
•CDL-A Flatbed Driven)
Fall Clearance- Repos *FREE tuition for Heavy
Up to
40e
Goeiel
Equipme
nt
Operate*
and Canceled orders
Benefits Home time,
TrainingYou
must
be
20x24 25x36 Save
paid
vacation Lease
Thousands
Today! LAID OFF, Collecting purchase
avallabfie
or
Disotay discounts also Unemployment
OTP
experience
exhausted
benefits
Call 1-866-3E2-0469
required No Felonies.
Employment
assis800-441-4271 xKY-100
EQUIPMENT
tance
AMERiC

.1.,,,eir

restock Sumba

iLLY FARMS

•0IVORCE wrtb. or without Checnen S95 With
FREE name change
documents (wife onlY)
and marital settlement
agreement Fast and
88Sy
itS 24 hrs; 7
days 1-888-789-0198

SEIIING WIII BE REAL ESTATE, CONSTR
UCTION EOUIPMENT,
TRUCKS, TRAILERS A TOOLS OE QUAD
STATE BUILDERS, INC.

11is*11N liwilwia

INSTRUCTIONAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SALE TO II NILO AT SPACE NAVIN
STORAGI FACILITY,
207 SOUTB 7711, MURRAY, KY BESIDE
PARKER FORD

ci,

1 ILA,

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

THURS., OCT. 15, 2009 • 10:00 A.M.

)LINES

4 about

AUCTION

October 3„'109, 10:00 a.m.

'*0.4

Thursday,(kicker I, 2009 • 58

• weal) :pecial pic
Iccally ow neckoperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

11.M11111.111(.1.11WA•

,3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

-

&-S DOZER

(2.70)227-8188

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it s

• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228

11111 III COI"
PICK UP

WI NM
AILS A
753.1914

27 283- 24

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

..4b •Thursdai. October I. 2009
igi
Servic

llenel

MimsOboe
lo'STLITESSAAN
boNsniticnots
b• "ow csmincilet
mai *A at on somissie

•Floofing aShentodt
elaste, •Rernodele
rn01e
(270) 873-11341
(270) 873-2487
Grant Connaer
410.oge 4 McCuistor
Roottny Cc.

All lino ado

.16.. veers Nip.
ppenised osalsostor
Free eisesulue
•.,(270)293-4028
270)2934924

:a.
Murray Ledger & limes;

CLASSIFIEDS

In OW pow IBM
pooled On our
vaibailla tier Ind

WEST
Calloway
County
Development
•Track hoe ooze(
backnoe work & septic
systems. top soli &
gravel for sate We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs
270 210-378i
270-559-2032

Ilk

Colson

KITTENS Free to
good home. 8 wks
Potty trained. adorable
and friendly Call
(402)680-3124

Subscribe bY calling 753-1916
Today! LERER &TIMES
Service News
.N.sivy Seaman Apprentice Jacob D. Barrett, son of Shelli J.
Stevenson of Calvert City, and Stanley J. Barrett of Benton, recentin aompleted United States Navy. basic training at Recruit Training
Cartimand, Great Lakes, Ill.
'During the eight-week pmgram, Barrett completed a vanety of
training which included classroom study and practical instruction
btanaval customs. first aid, firefighting, water safety and survival.
andshipboard and aircraft safety. An emphasis was also placed on
_phitical fitness.
a :The capstone event a boot camp is "Battle Stations'. This exercise
giyes recruits the skills and confidence they need to succeed in the

Ai*
Stations' is designed to galvanize the basic warrior earthAries of sacrifice. dedication. teamwork and endurance in each
-rearuit through the pen:tit:al application of basic Navy skills and the
aore values of Honor. Courage and Comrniunent. its distinctly
;Navy" flavor was designed to take into account what it means to be
a Sailor.
Barren is a 2009 graduate of Marshall County High School of
Benton.
Viva Seaman Recruit Bryant M. Shendan. a 2009 graduate of
Marshall County High School, Benton, recently completed U.S.
Islavy basic training at Recruit Training Command, Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program. Shendan completed a variety of
training which includea classnxim study and practical instruction
on naval customs. first aid, firefighting. water safety and survival.
einfahipboard and aircraft safety.
.Ati emphasis was also placed on physical fitness.
The capstone event of boot camp is 'Battle Stations". This exercise
give's recruits the skills and confidence they need to succeed in the
fleet.
„
'-fbattle Stations" is designed to galvanize the basic warrior attrib,
ntes, of sacrifice. dedination teamwork and endurance in each
xectait through the practical application of basic Navy skills and the
.-.'..cbre values of Honor. Ccurage and Cortunament. Its distinctly
I`Javy" flavor was designed to take into account what it means to be
a Sailor.
ea

•'Navy Petty Offker ind CLass Travis M. Boon. son of Lida F.
'paint of Mayfield, and fellow sailors of Patrol Squadron 10 "Red
Lancers" (VP-10). Naval Air Station Jacksonville. Fla.. recently
reliched the mid-way point in their six-morith deployment to the
l's,i-asiy's Central Command operating from bases in Quatar, Djibouti
artd Japan.
9thile deployed, the Lancers have condueted operations in support
of. Operation Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom to include merit:We security operations; anti-subtnarine warfare; intelligence. surveillance and reconnaissance; routine maritime patrol and anti-piracy missions in the Arabian Gulf, Gulf of Oman. die Arabian Sea and
the Gulf of Aden.
Halfway into their deployment, the Lancers have accumulat.ed a
99.6 percent sortie completion rate, more than 2, 000 flight hours
and more than 300 combat missions.
Additionally. the Laricers aided in the seizure and destruction of
10 tons of narcotics, mostly hash estimated to be worth $70 million,
while patrolling the "Hash Highway" in the Gulf of Aden. They also
assisted the Seychelles in conducting anti-piracy operations.
The Lancers moved their entire maintenance department to include
building structures and maintenance suppon equipment to a previously undeveloped part of the base. The working parties were held
at night to avoid the daytime heat, averaging 115 degrees Fahrenheit.
Sixteen midshipmen from the United States Naval Academy, Class
of 2010. traveled to Africa as part of the Midshipmen Summer
Training Program and visited the Lancers to familiarize themselves
with the different warfare specialties available to them after graduation.
Off-duty. members of the Lancers have volunteered their time providing humanitanan aid to local orphanages and competed in several inter-service physical fitness contests. taking the first place trophy
in the 2009 Freedom Fitness Festival and the Ai Udeid Air Base
Commander's Cup.
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Georgetown, a charming city
Although
it•s considered a part of
the bluegrass
region. for
MC
trip to
northern
Kentucky
begins
in
Georgetown,
Out & About a city filled
... Kentucky with
so
much charm
StYle
you
may
By Gary P
want to stay
West
a couple of
Syndicated
days.
Columnist
Located only
a few furlongs from the
Kentucky Horse Park just outside of Lexington, it is one of
the prettiest small towns in
Kentucky.
To sorne. the northem part of
the state is like, well sort of like
visiting another state. The culture and history, particularly the
Covington area, reveals a strong
influence of Gerrnan heritage.
This is a good thing.
First things first, with
Georgetown.
The beautifully restored historic downtown buildings offer a
warm invitation to visitors and
residents alike to enjoy the several antique shops, boutiques
and eateries all within a three
block area. Several stately
grand homes here rival those
anywhere.
Nearby
is
Georgetown
College. It's campus features
several antebellum buildings
that date back to1840, and annually in July and August its football facility host the pre-season
training camp for the Cincinnati
Bengal's professional football
team.
Most Kentuckians know that
Toyotas are made here, but what
they may not know is that the
plant offers one of the best
industrial tours in all of
America.
Conducted on a
motorized rtarn-like vehicle, visitors can enjoy this sprawling
facility in relative cottiforf.'
But there's another kind of
horsepower in Georgetown.
Old Friends fartn is the
nation's only "retirernent home"
for Thoroughbred stallions, once
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Photo pmvicied
This courthouse is orie of rnany beautiful historic buildings that can be seen downtown
•-•
Georgetown.
their racing and breeding days lots of good places here to eat in bridges spread out over several
are over. More than 40 of these every price range. Two for sure counties. In Sparta, there's the
horses can be seen during one of you must try are the Greyhound Kentucky Speedway, Dry Ridge
the several daily tours. (1/502- Tavern and Walt's Hitching offers one of the best quilt shops
863-1775L Several stakes win- Post. Both are located in the Ft. in the nation. It's appropriately
ner and Derby participants can Mitchell area.
called the Quilt Box.
be seen and will instantly
Newport on the Levee is a
Maysville and nearby Okl
becotne your best friend when huge retail, shopping, dining Washington are two of Illy
y•ou give them a couple of car- and entertainment attraction that favorite places to visit. The hlerots pmvided to those who want also features the Newport tory, scenery and a visit tp
to get close to these beautiful Aquarium which showcases Hutchison's Grocery for one of
animals whose lives have been thousands of sea animals in a their delicious country harp
prolonged by this fantastic million gallons of water.
sandwiches makes this Mason
venue. Old Friends even has a
I want to emphasize don't be County stop quite enjoyable.
three room bed and breakfast on in a rush. There's so much to Hutchison's firs( opened
the farm. Take note. too, of all see and do.
1850.
those barns and the replicas of
Riverboat
cruises,
the
I'm going to repeat it one
quilt squares painted on the Creation Museurn, Basilica of more time. Don't be in a hurt./
sides.
the Assumption Cathedral, the With this said. there's still nio.
Once you finally get to the Robert
Dafford
floodwall You've got to visit places like
Covington area make sure you murals. the history of the Rabbit Hash, and the General
are well rested, because here Underground Railroad, the Store. Augusta and the Beehive
there is plenty to do.
World Peace Bell, and all of Restaurant, and Owenton and its
I found a conveniently locat- those beautiful homes overlook- Elk Creek. Vineyards.
ed Marriott Courtyard with a ing the river make sure you are
Northem Kentucky probably
view of the nver, and only three as busy as you want to be.
offers more diversity in things's°
blocks from the aity's renowned
Of course northern Kentucky see and do than any other part 61
MainStrasse Village.
is much niore than the metropol- Kentucky. so if you can't fit-id
. The Village consists of itan area arid all of those big city something to suit you, you have
numerous venues for arts, crafts, things.
no one to blame but yourself...
restaurants, pubs, music. shops.
There's four state parks in the
So get up, get out, and get
and lots of festivals. It seems as area: General Butler, Big Bone going!
if something is always gong on Lick, Kincaid Lake, and Blue
at MainStrasse.
Licks Battlefield. And for histoGary P. West can be reached
Without question there are ry huffs there's nine covered at west 1 488@bellsouth.net.

WIC program furnishes fruits and vegetables
BY SANDRA WEST, R.D.,LD
PURCHASE DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Eat your fruits and vegetables. How often did we hear this when
we were growing up? We continue to hear this from health experts
today. This recommendation is given for good reason. Fruits and
vegetables are loaded with nutrients that promote good health and
offer protection against chronic diseases.
The WIC program is a federal program that provides nutrition
education and supplemental foods to low income pregnant. breastfeeding, non-breastreeding postpartum women, infants, and children
to age 5 who are at nutntional risk.
Recently the food packages provided by the WIC Program were
revised. One of the recent chariges to the food packages was the
addition of fresh fruits and vegetables, canned beans and peas. These
revisions help to better address the nutritional needs of the population served by WIC. Dietary analysis of the women and children in
this population revealed low intake of fiber, folate, potassium.
Vitamins A and C, and magnesium.
Fruits and vegetables are easy to include in our daily diets. There
are over 200 varieties of colorful fruits and vegetables to choose
from. Try to choose a variety of colors for the broadest range of
nutrients. Get the whole family involved. Help children learn to like
fruits and vegetables by including them in the shopping and preparation of these foods.
While shopping. ask the children to pick out a new fruit or veggie as well as one of their favorites. At home have children creatc
their own individual veggie pizza or make fruit kabobs. Be a good
role model. See who can use'the most colors on their pizza or kabob
— you or your child.
Choose fruits and veggies as snacks while at work and offer these
to children as snacks with a flavorful dip. Keep fruit and veggies in

zip-top bags on the bottom shelf of the fridge for children to grab.
Freeze grapes or berries for a cool freezer treat. Be adventurous by
grilling pineapple or peaches fot dessert, adding shredded veggiellic
a pasta sauce or meatballs, or microwaving spaghetti squash 41'. id
serving w/olive oil, garlic, and low fat cheese.
•
Enjoy the taste of the seasons by choosing fresh fruits and vegetables that are picked at thetr peak. Choose produce that isrla
bruised or wilted. With the change of se,asons comes a change in *duce selections. Fall is a great time to try different varieties of apple
and pears or butternut squash and cranberries. In the winter try
Brussels sprouts, sweet potatoes, turnips, tangennes, and grapefruits.
It is often said that fresh is best but it isn't always convenient }a
make frequent trips to the grocery store to get produce at its pe*.
Frozen and canned fruits and vegetables are other options. Mitsi
nutrients are retained because the fruits and vegetables are pickectat
peak quality and canned within hours of picking or blanchedjn
water and frozen soon after being picked. By having these °tat
options, seasonal fruits and vegetables can be enjoyed al! yea!
round.
Use the FIFO rule: First In, First Out when storing fruits and vegetables. Use the oldest first & continually rotate foods to help maintain freshness. Use most freth produce within 1-2 weeks. Some can
be stored at room temperature, and then refrigerated for a few days
to prevent further ripening. Store fruits and vegetables separatqy
because fruits produce a gas and many vegetables are sensitivalc
this gas. Store onions and potatoes in a cool dry place separate
each other because potatoes give off moisture.
The addition of fruits and vegetables to the WIC food package•
can help the participants of all ages incorporate more of the recatia
mended nutrients into their diet year round. For more informatair
regarding the WIC program, contact your local health center.
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Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, Oct. 2, 2009:
This year, you seem to demand a
lot out of your daily life and
work. You could be prone to
some eccentnc or far-out ideas,
especially' concerning work and
health. Nothing replaces getting
a doctor's feedback before
plunging ahead. Consider different ways of handling a lot of
stress, and start using at least
one of them. Creative thinking
proves to be key in balancing
inany different elements. If you
are single, you could meet
someone through your daily life.
though this person could be
emotionally unavailable. If you
are attached, the two of you will
benefit from taking a workshop
together. Share more. PISCES
can ease your path.
The Stars Sho* the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.

Jaceuellne Blear
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** Put this workweek to bed.
An unexpected event might have
you backtracking. If need be, be
ready to start at square one. You
might need to change plans. Do
without making it a big deal.
Tonight- Get a good night's
sleep
TAURUS(Apal 20-May 20)
*** Communication revs up.
forcing your hand. especially a
meeting. You can't hedge any
longer. The problem remains
whether you are ready to commit, and what to do if not
Unexpected actions could cause
a last-minute snafu. Tonight:
Where the gang is
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
***** Changing directions
could be difficult. but events
could cause you to rethink this

decision or, ralher. force your
hand. If you feel negative, you
might want to detach some and
gain a perspective Revisit this
issue later Tonight: A must
appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Keep reaching out for
others Your humor and perspective might be needed more than
you realize It might feel as if
someone is ignoring you, but in
reality this person is on overload.
Give him or her space and
understanding Tonight: Take off
ASAP.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** An easy, solid approach
works wonders You might want
to ciefer to the experts. or the
seeming experts. Answers will
come your way if you remain
open. Your inner frustration
could play out in a constructive
manner, if you are willing to let
go of a grudge. Tonight
Togetherness.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
**** Confusion surrounds a
personal issue. There is little you
can do to change what is going
on, but you can listen to someone who feels that he or she is
very together. This person has
the same objectives as vou
When a surprise happens. don't
question it; just accept it.
Tonigh1: Say yes to an offer.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0et. 22)
**** Dive into a project knowing that you would like to complete certain details, if not the
whole thing. A boss could make
demands that might not allow
you to finish up details. Resist
projecting negativity. even if you
feel it Let it pass. Tonight
Choose something relaxing or
join co-workers
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Always full of fun and
levity, especially now, a friend
could react Be carefui exposing
a child or loved one to provoca-

bye issues. You don't want any
more uproar tn your life, or do
you7 Time will tell. Tonight: Party
the weekend in.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-13oc. 21)
*** Deal with personal matters
head-on. You might not be sure
which direction to head in The
unevected could toss you off
center, but you will regain that
centering. Don't altow a boss or
higher-up to excessively dominate your life. Tonight: Head
home
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Communication buzzes,
perhaps you need to address
another person's issues. This
person needs to push or express
him- or herself differently Avoid
a snide comment. Someone at a
distance encourages a trip.
Think about how you feet when
you're wen this person Tonight
Hang out with friends
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Cant a need to be posses

sive and have things your way
An unexpected development
could impact youi funds. Be
aware of spending and nect/ssary expenditures. A partner
could be disappointed. Tonigtit
rake a took at your buctilet
before heading out the door.
PISCES (Fob. 194Aarch 20)
**** Your personality cen
melt barriers Someone you
enjoy seems to energize yoiiet
an unprecedented levet. YPu
have a sudden realization that
could toss you and associates
off center. Think carefully before
making changes. Tonight: s
you like
BORN TODAY
Singer Sting (1951). film cntic
Rex Reed (1938). talk-show hest
Kelly Ripa (1970)
"'
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at www.jecquelineblcier.corn.
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Issues of color still ripple
through American identity
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• 10 years ago
Published is a picture of Josh
Harnmack.Calloway: Count) Fire
RCSSUC Squad member. lb he doses
remanents of a field fire on
Kirksey Road. Firefighters returned
hos than unc hour later for a fire
at a barn, ow [led by Kenneth
Melvin "The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Also published is a picture ul
Bob Valentine and Dr Robert
McGaughey speaking di a meeting of the Calloway f'ounty Retired
Teachers Assoetation.
Elause Collins presented a lesson on "Changes and Choices' at
a meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at Dutch Essenhouse Restaurant..
; 20 years ago
Published is a picture of state
pighway workers milling part of
the pavement at the intersection
of 5th and Main Streets in prepaninon for new pavement. The old
pavement will be removed to lower
the street by a few inches to
ithprove drainage to the court
Spare area The photograph was
Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
First Distriet Representative
•C_arroll Hubbard was speaker at
the banquet for the 40th anniveraary celebration of Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College of Mayfield
held at the Murray State University CUTTIS Center.
Births reported include a girt
to Layton Dale and Teresa Hudson, Sept. 9:and a girl to Steve
and Lesia Bailey, Sept 14.
30 years ago
'The contract foi Lonstruction
of the new Murray. Post Office
betiding on Chestnut Street has
bten let to Cleaver Construction
Inc., of Alrno
The tounng Royal Hanneford
Circus will present a performance
Oct. 3 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center at Murray State. University.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Cunningham will be married fcr 50 years
Oct. 5
Murray State University Rac-

ers won 31-7 over Morehead Eagles
un a football game at MSC Stewart Stadium
40 years ago
Thirty -nine traffic accidents
have been investigated by the Murlay Police Deparunent an the City
of Murray during the month of
September. No fanatics occurred,
but tnjunes were reported to 10
pervons
Elected as officers of the Murray University School Student
Council were Peter Shield, president. Danny Chad vick, vice president. Gayle Rogers. secretary; and
Beth Garrison, treasurer.
Elected aa officers of the Calloway County High School Student Council were Mark lames,
president, Jackie Budko, vice president, Barbara Rose. secretary. Elizabeth Nance, treasurer: and Terry
Stubblefield, teponer
50 years ago
Over S7.150 was raised last
night at a mass meeting at the
Murray City Hall to apply to the
city county share of the S120,000
airport. according to Audrey Simmons,chairman of the airport financial committee.
Rev. Walter Mischke, rrunister
of First Methodist Church, was
the guest speaker at a meeting of
the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. His subject was 'A Look at the Family.'
Ground beef is listed as selling for 49 cents per pound in the
ad for Kroger this week.
60 years ago
Rev. R
Blankenship is serving as the pastor of the Murray
!slethodist Circuit composed of
five churches. Goshen. Lynn Grove,
Miuon's Chapel, New Hope and
Sulphur Springs.
Murray Masonic Lodge No.
105 will observe past master's
night on Oct. 3 at the masonic
hall, located on the north side ot
the Murray Court Square
Evangelist Roy Cogdill of
Lufken. Texas, will be the speaker for two special services at the
Murray Church of Christ.

Today In Illsterg
By The Associated Press
In 1949. a 42-day strike by
Today is Thursday, Oct. 1, the the United Steelworkers
of Amer274th day of 2009. There are 91 ica began over the
issue of retiredays left in the year.
ment benefits.
Today's Highlight in HistoryIn 1%1, Roger Maris of the
On Oct. 1. 1949, Mao Zedong New' York Yankees hit
his 6ist
proclaimed the People's Republic home run during a
162-garne sea• of China during a ceremony: in son, compared to Babe
Ruth's 60
Beijing.
home runs during a 15.4-game seaOn this date.
son.
In 1908, Henry Ford irdro1964,11I4'free Speech'Moveduced his Model T automobile to 'mot was launched
at the Unithe market.
versity of California at Berkeley.
In 1936, Gen. Francisco FranIn 1971, Walt Disney World
co was proclaimed the head of opened in Orlando, Fla.
an insurgent Spanish state.
In 1979, Nigeha's military
In 1939, Winston Churchill, rulers handed over
power to a
recently appointed First Lord of civilian govertunent.
the Admiralty by British Prime
In 1987, eight people were
Minister Neville Chamberlain. killed when an earthqua
ke measdesenbed Russia as "a riddle uring magnitude 5.9
struck the
wrapped in a mystery inside an I,os Angeles area.
enigma" during a radio address
Ten years ago: South Korean
on the invasion of Poiand by Nut activists thanked the U.S
governGennany and the Soviet L'nion.
ment for promising to investigate
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one digs deep enough, we will
DEAR DR. GOTT: I hear those residing in nursing hurries
repeated announcements un tele- or long-terrn healthcare feelings
come to the realization that
VIS1101. that tile flu vaccine dos
there has always been a comInununization does not 'guaryear will be
shon supply I'm antee you will remain flu-free.
ponent of economic exploita78 years old and wonder how however, it can protect
you frurn
tion and perceived economic
senous it will bc if my doctor the three stnuns researcn
ers indithreat that is. and has been.
doesn't have enough vaccine for cate will cause the rnost
at the root of racial discrimime
this year. (See tomorrow's colnation.(But that's just my opinDEAR umn for more informatton regardion.) Read on:
READER: I ing HIN I flu. which requires its
recommend own vaccine I stress this roam
DEAR ABBY: In °Dame's
you
phone
because flu viruses change annubook, 'Dreams From My
your doctor's ally. This is the reason why. a
Father,' he calls himself a
office and get vaccine manufactured in the pest
black ITUM of mixed descent.
on a waiting will not be beneficial for the ("siHis decision to do that is as
list for the ren( aeason. Remember trust promuch a political decision as
fall You will ducuon takes place months befdre
it is a personal one.
then have the a vaccine is ackurustered, Flaw
peace of mind well the CUITent VaCCUIC works
Most people of color of
of
being sure depends oo how close a match it
mixed race an our society have
to
get the vac- is to tbe strains reseaichers have
felt we had to choose to be
cine
you
predicted will hit
There was a the darker color because we
By
need
Influenza viruses are commonBy Abigail
time in this can never be white.
Dr. Peter Gott
Influen
za
ly spread from person to person
Van Buren
country
In our society, most people
is a conta- through vapor droplets from coughwhen who do or don't know of
gious respiratory illness that is and sneezes Vv'tule
you may think
"blacks-/African-Americans Obama's mixed backgr
caused by an influenza virus Sta- you aren't exposed
ound
, insagine ridtistics reveal 5 percent to 20 per- ing a bus or going
were considered only to be would treat him as
to
a black
cent of the population of the Unit- store where someone a grocery
three-fifths (3/5) ot a human man. (If you saw
coughs or
him walked States will be affected with sneezes without covering
being. Also, if a person had ing down the street,
bee 'or
would
seasonal flu, and symptoms will her mouth or nose,
one drop of "black' blood they you say, 'Hey., that guy's
touchIng a
vary from mild to severe. Winter door handle, shoppin
halfg
cart,
gasowere
considered
black. whiter') By embracing his
is traditionally flu season. Cases line pump.
car door, using a teleAlthough as a society we have political identity he support
have been reported as early as phone or coming
s
into
contact
with
progressed intellectually and in and strengthens all black
October; however, January and a thousand other
peopossible
February are commonly the hard- 'nem: You then touch contaniour understanding of what a ple in the U.S. by standin
yotnnose
g
est-hit months. The most appro- or mouth
human being is, we continue proudly as one of
and voila, You have
us. -priate time to obtain tile vaccine been exposed
to hold on to archaic beliefs NICOLE IN MARIN
COUNfrom your physician is middle to
Healthy adults can
about skin color that not only TY, CALIF
late October. In that way, you people a day before infect other
pigeonhole an individual, but
DEAR ABBY: Africanwill have the protection later in ence any symptom they experis. This continmay force an individual to Amehcan does not denote
the season. when you need it ues for up to
skin
five days followchoose what so-called racial color, but an ethnic
most.
However
.
the
Centers
for ing illness, Childrer, have the
culture, a
Disease Control recommend ifIIIIIU- uncanny ability
group that he/she identifies with term that describes
to pass the virus
those of
nization
in
Septemb
most.
er
or
as
soon
on for more than seven days. Sympus who are descendants of capas possible. There are certain peo- toms generall
I can clearly see that the tive Africans in Americ
y begin up to four
a. It
ple and agc groups that should days after a vtrus
conversation regarding "race' holds the same level
enters the body,
of pride
make an attempt to get vaccinat- People without
symptoms C1101
and skin color must be con- as it does for those
ed every fall Those targeted are
who prounknowi
ngly
spread the virus to
tinued in this country. Though nounce they are Italianpeople of any age with specific others.
Amerwe've "come a long way, baby," ican or Asian-Ame
chronic medical conditions, peorican. -Simple precautions are the rule
we still have a long way to MICHELLE IN
ple aged 50 and older, children of the day Avoid
MARYLAND
people you
aged
6 months up to 19, health- know are contagious.
go in understanding this counDEAR ABBY: You write
care workers. pregnant women and
try's deep-rooted responses to that the term Afncan
-Ameriskin color. -- LIVING IN can is used in this
country' as
AMERICA
a label that describes skin color
DEAR LIVING: I think if I believe you are correct,
and
South dealer.
lastead, declarer played thc A-K-1
that's the problem. "AfhcanFloth sides vulnerable
of diamonds, hoping to discard a
American" identifies ohgin or
NORTH
club on durnmy's fourth diamond.
ancestry, riot skin color. Fur•9 6 3
But West ruffed the third diamond,
an Associated Press report that
10
•
7
4
thermor
e,
if
the
-and
South finished down two.
anthrop
oloU.S. forces had killed refugees at
•
Q
10
7
2
At table two, atter rutting the jack
gisU
are
nght, then -- going
the start of the Korean War, but
•8 5 2
of hearts, declarer played the ace of
back far enough -- we are
also demanded the U.S. punish
WEST
EAST
spades and then the jack. attempting
some of the veterans involved and
ALL African-American. -•Q 8 5 2
•4
to guard against a 4-1 trump division.
SPAKJ2
compensate the victuns' relatives
AFRICAN-AMERICAN
119 8 3
West took the qucorn and, observing
•6 3
•9 8 5 4
Five years ego: Mount St.
that a heart lead could be rutted in
MEMBER OF THE HUMAN
•1
10
6
*Q 9 7 3
dummy,shifted to a club. South won.
Helens in Washington state eruptRACE IN NEW JERSEY
SOUTH
dress trumps and took itIC rest of the
ed for the first time in 18 years.
DEAR ABBY: Why can't we
•AKJ
107
tricks
10 make the contract.
but without nearly the fcirce of
Q5
all be called just plain AMERAt table three, declarer ruffig the
Me 080 disaster Police found
•AK1
hest
ICANS
and 1090 played the A-1 of
if
we
grow
up
in
AmerLori Hacking's body in a landfill
•A K 4
spades. But West countered by refusica and are citizens of Amerafter picking thmugh the trash for
The bidding..
ing to v.Ln the trick. South could not
ica? I think a lot of people
South
weeks in a search for the young
West
North East
overcome this fine May. Fie kid the
2••
have wondered this. -- SANDY
Pass
2•
Utah worrian murdered by her husPass
A-K-1 of diamond.s, but West ruffed.
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
band, Mark. Fashion photographer
B. IN HARRISBURG, PA.
and South later lost a club to eo
•
4
down one.
Richard Avedon died in San AntoDEAR SANDY: That's a
• strong and artificial
At the hist table,South also ruffed
nio at age 81.
good question and one that I
Opening iced
king of hearts.
the
jack of hearts Lut came up with
One year ago: After one spechope will one day be put to
thc
only. sure way to guard against a
tacular failure in the House, the
Ibis
deal
was
played in a tour- 4-1 trump disision. ile led thc jack of
rest -- if not by our children,
$700 billion financial industry
table team match The contract di spades without cashing
a high trump
then by our children's chileach table was four spades, and all first.
bailout won lopsided passage in
dren.
SINCERELY, ABBY
IOW' ',Vests started by leading the Athe Senate, 74-25, after it was
Well docked — it wouid not tuoe
600
K-14=arts
loaded with tax breaks and other
helped him to win the trick
and
At the first table, declarer ruffed South, intent upon protectin himsen
Dear Abby is written by
sweeteners.
g
and
played
the
A-K
of
spades.
When
against a 4-1 Is nr ft. continued with
Abigail Van Buren. also
East showed out, South could not thc ten. West took his
queen. hut
known as Jeanne Phillips, afTord another trump lead because
there was nothing he could do to stop
and was founded by her mothW'est would win arid lead another the contract. So South
made lour
heart to establish his eight of trurnps spades. thanks to
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
his super-duper
as
setting
the
tnck.
Safety play.
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Tomorrow: Double-dununy problem.
ol 2009 Song ecurnot Sondsate
Angeles. CA 90069.

Cesdract Bridge

Cresswerds
ACROSS
Willowy
Nudge
Diner order
Braxton or
Tennille
13 Jazzy — James
14 Where Ipaneme
ts
15 Raucous laughs
i6 Not hard
17 Outback bird
18 Mouth pan
20 Fluffy quilt
22 Faked out Me
goalie
25 Comes to a halt
27 Oklahoma town
28 Ms. Thurman of
*Henry & June"
29 Podium feature
33 Nay opposite
34 Links goal
35 Apron front
36 Kind of bean
38 Nervous twitch
39 Aloha State port
40 N nny
1
5
9
12
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Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

' food packagev
e of the rectith•
ore inforniatren
ti center.

51), film critic
talk-show host

Flu season
is nearing

DEAR ABBY: 'Wondenng
in Goldsboro, N C ." asked why
President Barack Obama is considered to be Afncan-Amencrut when he's biracial. While
your response was accurate, you
missed an opportunity to educate
yOUI
readers by
failing
to
give the historical conteat AS tO
why
most
people refer
to him as
African•
Amehcan.
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42 Shaggy bovine
43 Paying attention
46 Rip
47 Finish a dress
48 Fork feature
51 Nocturnal
sound
55 Purpose
56 Latin I verb
57 Joie de VIVre
58 Howl at Ma
moon
59 Violent anger
60 Lie down
DOWN
1 Hog s abode
2 Gehrig of baaeball
3 Octopus
defense
4 Played false
5 Tweet
6 Actress Hagen
7 Plods
8 Put up alfalfa
9 Multiplied
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COME ON,CHARLIE
BROWN. THE 6AME IS
STARTING YOU'RE
SUPPOSED TO DE
PITCHIN6

c)

I CAN'T PITCH
KNOWING THAT LUCY
151N RIGHT FIELD!

SHE'S OUT THERE
JUST WA/TIN6 TO
DO 50METHING
STUPID! SHE
DRIVES ME CRAZY!

I'LL GET
YOU A
DRINK OF
WATER

I KNOW SHE'S OUT
THERE! I CAN'T
LOOK! SHE'S OUT
THERE,15+XT SHE

Pet
ito,

1100P

am.n. JosaC•a
L

i

1
MIMI
laPli
1111111/1.... ild
isill
Mild :
57 illill"
ill
58
ill
El

22 /lard of hearing
23 Gaelic pop
star
24 Ukraine city
25 Spam. maybe
(hyph.)
26 DEA operative
28 — — no good
30 Wading bird
31 Two pounds,
plus
32 Black in verse
37 Its south of
Eur
39 More lofty
41 River mammal
42 College deg.
43 Moby Dock
pursuer
44 R2D2's owner
45 TV award
46 Leap in a tunj
49 Retiree's kitty
50 Broken-clown
horse
52 Pamplona
shout
53 NATO cousin
54 Rubble-maker
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Murray artists
featured in new
JMAM exhibit
(ADIZ, Ky. - Janice Mason Art Museum will
present "Recent Works by Sarah Gutwirth and
Mary Jane Littleton" beginning with an opening
reception at 6 p.m. on Fnday, Oct. 2. The exhibition will feature more than 50 pieces including
ceramics, paintings and drawings.
Gutwirth and Littleton, both Murray. artists, are
also both educators. Littleton holds bachelor
s
degrees in chemistry. biology', and education and
masters in education, counseling and guidanc
e.
Although always interested in and possessing an
aptitude for art, she seized the opportunity to pursue it only upon retiring from public education.
She has studied extensively since making that
decision, arid ha.s exhibited widely.
Gutwirth received her BFA and BA degrees in
1978 from a joint program of Reed College and
the Pacific Northwest College of Art. She has had
18 one and two person exhibits over the last twenty-five years and has had work in numerous group
shows
well. Her work is in several collections,
and she has received grants from Kentucky Arts
Council. Kentucky Foundation for Women,
Murray State University and United University

Photo provided

"Wallpaper with Tortoise," by Sarah Guhvirth (above
) and this untitled sculpture by Mary Jane Littleton (below), are among the works
featured in the latest ,lanice Mason Art Museum exhibit.
Professions at SUNY. She ha.s taught painting
since 1987 She is currently Professor of Painting
at Murray State University in Murray.
The exhibit runs through Nov. 29. The Janice
Mason Art Museum is a member-supported, nonprofit 501(c)(3) community arts center whose
mission is to bring arts to western Kentucky
Gallery hours are Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1 to 4
p.m. Evening hours can be arrangcsd for group

Ptatos proviciec
KEEN & SNIDER: Robert Earl Keen and Todd Snyder will play
a double bill at Lovett Auditonum at 7 p.m. Nov 4. The doOrS
will open ai 6 p.m. and Bruce Robison will open the show
After they have each played seperetely, they will take an intermission and then all three will play for 45 minutes in the round.
For tickets, call 809-5577 or visit www.ticketmastercom.

"The next best Ihing to
seeing The 13eatles!"

tOUTS.

Matt O'Ree Band to play at Nick's
Special to the Ledger
At 8:30 p.m. Tuesday at
Nick's Family Sports Pub, Pie
Matt O'Ree Band from New
Jersey will perform live. The
band is composed of Matt himself, who sings lead vocals and
plays lead guitar. Eric Safka on
organ and piano, Lance P. Taylor
on bass guitar and Sweet Lew
Rosengrant on percussion and
drums.
O'Ree has been cranking out
blues-rock since he was an early
teen. sinking his roots in the
blues of Albert King, Howlin'
Wolf, Jimi Hendrix and Stevie
Ray Vaughn. By age 17, he was
an accomplished studio musician
In 1997, O'Ree began writing and recording material that
evolved into his debut release

"88 Miles," which was released
in 1998 and quickly gained
national reviews and airplay,
pushing the band to a higher
level, which included opening
shows for national recording
artists like B.13. King, Buddy
Guy, Leslie West iuid Mountain,
Johnny Winter, Edgar Winter,
Robin Trower, The Marshall
Tucker Band, Kansas. The
Outlaws, Goverrunent Mule.
Dickie Betts, Gretchen Wilson,
The
Screamin•
Cheetah
Wheelies, Bernard Allison.
Chris Duarte. Robby Jrieger,
Billy Perry. Walter Trout.
Lababma's Big Band and
Smokin• Joe Kubzk.
In 2006, O'Ree won the coveted annual Guitar Center sponsored "Guitarmageddon King of
the Blues" crown, beating over

4,000 national competitors for
the title. Over the past ten years
of his career, 0'Ree has toured
all over the U.S., and has recorded with Grammy award winning

producer Pete Anderson of Little
Dog Records. O'Ree was also
picked to have his music fea-

A TR BUTE TO THE BEATLES.

tured in a new Discovery,'
Channel series, "A Biker's
Lifestyle: The Savage Roads,which aired in the fall of 2008.
All shows at Nick's are for
ages 18 and older. For more
information on The Matt O'ree
Band, you are invited to visit
www.matoree.com
or
www.myspace.corn/mattoree.

Arts in the Region
• A Mallet Music Concert will
take place at 8 p.m tonight
(Thursday) in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center's Performing Ails
Hall.
• Paducah bluegrass band
Bawn in the Mash with special
guest Larry Keel will play tonight
(Thursday) at the Big Apple
Cate and Clarence Dobbins
Revue will play next Thursday,
Oct. 8. Music starts at 9 p.m.
There is a cover charge and
weekend shows are limited to
ages 21 and older.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents the 2005 documentary,
'Enron: The Smartest Guys in
the Room," at 7:30 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Friday
and
Saturday in the Curris Center
Theater. The 1959 Japanese
war drama, "Fire on the Plain"
will play at the same times Oct.
16, 17 and 16
• The Market House Theater
in downtown Paducah presents
"The Secret Lives of Girls"
tonight (Thursday), Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
• The Aurora Country Festival
will take place in Aurora Friday.
Saturday and Sunday
• The Purchase Players presents "Nonsense II: The Second
Coming- at 7 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and at 2 p m Sunday
at Mayfield's Performing Arts
Center For tickets. call 2519035.
• Kansas and .38 Special will
perform at 8 p.m. Saturday at
the Regional Special Events
Center For tickets, call 8095577
Or
ViSit
www acketmastercom.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will present
"Cold Souls," starring Paul
Giamatti Friday, Saturday and
Sunday and the 1986 animated
film, "An American Tale" at 4
p.m. Satuiday as part of the
"Movies for Me" children's
series. For more details, visit
wasaamaidenalleycinema.org.

NEL

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
will present "A Tribute to Loretta
Lynn" with Emily Portman at 8
p.rn. Saturday. For tickets, call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-459-

8704.
• The ANIett Brothers will perform at 7.30 p.m. Monday at
Lovett Auditorium_ For tickets,
call 809-5577 or visit
ticketmaster.com.

Paducah's
Carson
Center.
comedian Ron White will perform at 7.30 p.m. Wednesday
Problems

Tour" and "Celtic
Woman" will perform at 7.30
p.m. Friday, Oct. 9. For tickets.

EO Sullivan To Abbey Road_
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8:30 p.m

Friday, Oct. 9 al
Nick's Family Sports Pub

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916
or

• "Arnenca's Godly Hentage"
will he at 7 p rn. Tuesday at '
,league C;fritlfIeryiodget corn

7:30 Mt

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

call (270) 450-4444 or visit
www theca rsoncenter.org.
• Tommy Akers win perform at

• The 1986 cult science fiction
comedy "Short Circuit'. will play
at 7 p.m. Tuesday at tie Curris
Center Theater as part of the
student-run
Tinseltown
Tuesdays film series.

r

as a part of his "Behavioral

usrlauw it -.meg allossis, I on.
.

Careen Center
1.C.X) Kentucky Avenue • Paducah. Kentucky
www.thecarsoncentecorg •(270) 450-4444
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